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Vfhen our Junior High School Library^ was established on its
present basis, an effort was made to have a course in Library Science
become a fxanctioning part of the school curriculum: (l) by presenting
a course in the use of books and libraries to all seventh grade pupils,
(2) by having specific research problems incorporated into the various
imits of vrork within the school curriculxmi, and (3) by building a
library of reference and recreatory reading for junior high school
pupils at all reading levels.
In creating a new library course two problems arose - what to
teach, and havr to teach it. The first problem, what to teach, was
easily solved by an analysis of curriculum requirements. The second
problem, how best to teach a course in Library Science, led to the
discovery that no suitable materials had been developed that would fit
our local needs.
This need stimulated the present study which attempts to solve the
problem by providing a workbook, BUILDING LIBRARY HABITS, for use in
teaching a course in Library Science to all students in a first year
class in o\ir Junior High School.
^ Belmont Junior Hi^ School, Belmont, Massachusetts
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CH/IPTER II
THE HISTORY OF THE SCHOOL LIBR/LRY
The school library has been called "a twentieth century phenomenon.
Although the school library movement had its beginning over a centviry
ago, it is since the turn of the century that rapid growth has taken
place* New trends in education have caused or brought about the need
for school library service.
A brief glimpse back through the years shovrs that the invention
of the printing press brought abotrt the real beginning of the availa-
bility of books for the common man. The history of libraries is, of
course, the history of reading. After Gutenberg's invention it was
some years, however, before people had access to books, and then some
years passed before any system of free circulation came into operation.
The first real public library like those we have today was founded
in Boston in 1848, j\ast one hvindred years ago. A law was passed at
that time which enabled Boston to raise the sum of |5000 in taxes for
the support of a library. Just contrast the magnificence of the Boston
Public Library system of today
1
It night be said that the development of the school library
system could be divided into three periods; first, the early period
from 1835 to 1876; second, the period from 1876 to 1900; and third,
from 1900 to date. The last period, from the turn of the century to
the present time has been the most remarkable.
There are records of vai*ious beginnings. Credit is given to
sII
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3Dr. Jesse Torrey for the establishment of a library for yoimg people in
New Lebanon, New York, in 1804. This man felt that there should be
books for yoimg people everywhere, and that there should be libraries
in the schools. It was nearly a hundred years later that his idea was
really put into operation. About this time, too, libraries of a kind
were connected with Sunday Schools and churches. Naturally most of the
books were of a religious nature, but it was a beginning. In 1835, the
state of New York passed a law by which money could be appropriated for
the support of libraries in schools. Other states followed this pro-
cedure and the movement was begun. True, the books selected were not
always suitable, but in general helped to furnish reading matter for
children.
It would not be fitting to pass by this period without mentioning
the work of Horace Mann to whom school libraries in Massachusetts really
owe their beginning. It was uriiile he was serving as secretary of the
first Board of Education in the United States, the Board of Education
of Massachusetts, that he was influential in getting a law passed enabling
school districts to raise and expend a sum of money for the support of
a school library. The sum of |30 for one year and $10 for each succeed-
ing year was allowed. This humble beginning pioneered the way for the
school library of today. When Horace Mann left the State Board of
Education in 1849, the school library was a part of the school system.
This good beginning, however, met with reverses. In 1850, legis-
lation repealed the law allowing for the ea^jenditure of fimds for
school libraries. In its place, provision was made for the establish-
ment and maintenance of public libraries. Town libraries soon
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superseded the school library. Then followed a cooperative enterprise
of public and school libraries.
The year 1876 is an important date in the history of school
libraries. That year marked the one hundredth anniversary of the sign-
ing of the Declaration of Independence, and while thousands of people
gathered in Philadelphia to celebrate the marvels of progress, a small
group of about one hundred librarians joined together to form the
American Library Association. They recognized that libraries were a
necessary part of the xmiversal school system, and that libraries should
be made available to all people all over the country. The work of this
organization, kno>vn as the A.L.A., has been very important.
That same year, 1876, marks the date of the establishment of the
Dewey Decimal Classification System by Mr. Melvil Dewey who was then
librarian at ^herst University. It was while working there that he
became convinced of the need for a systematic and universal system of
classification of books in libraries, and evolved the plan which is
now universally accepted. .
The formation of the A.L.A. caused a revival of the school library
movement. By 1885, reports to the American Library Association showed
progress. At this time, however, many public libraries were seizing
both school and public and were being faced with serious problems of
administration. About ten years later, the leaders of both the American
Library Association and the National Education Association felt the
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In an attempt to extend public library service, branch libraries
were built in sections near the schools, and in some cases branches were
established within the school buildings. It was the public library
which really became the instigator of the school library within the
school building. These branch libraries, although housed in the school
buildings, were under the direct control of the public library depart-
ment. As such, equipment, as well as library staff, were supplied by
the public library department, and their prime responsibility was not
to the school, but to the public in general. The library had a two-
fold purpose, that of serving the public, and that of serving the
school*
A second type of school library followed. The school board and
the library board jointly established a library within the school for
s drool purposes only. It was felt that the library department could
best assume the new responsibility. Soon, however, it became evident
that a special library within the school, equipped to meet the ever
changing needs of the new curriculum, and under the direct control of
the school coramittee, was needed. It was also agreed that a synpathetic
person, who was both teacher and librarian, should be in charge. Under
this last mentioned arrangement the library could easily fit in with
the aims of the school, adjust itself quickly to changes, and assume
its responsibility as part of the school* Although the advantages of
a school library as distinct from the public library ai^ many, there
are some disadvantages. It is only from a close cooperation between
the two that the greatest measure of success will resxilt*
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The new philosophy of education at the t\irn of the century brought
about the establishment of the school library as we know it today. Two
wars and a depression and the present inadequate state support for
education have prevented the school library from attaining its rightful
place in many schools. But there has been marked progress. Standards
were set up in 1915 and presented in a report by C. C. Certain. His
report became the basis for legislation. At the same time the American
Library Association formed a School Library Section to study the further
development of effective school libraries. Various reports have been
presented since that time. In 1933, Dr. B. Lamar Johnson made a study
of school libraries. His report broxight out the need for further
organization and study. A study was made in 1939 by the writer of the
number and type of jxmior high school libraries in the state of Massa-
chusetts. A comparison of this report with the information obtained
from the Junior High School Survey, a biennial report of the state of
Massachusetts, for 1946-1947, showed an increase in library facilities
and personnel.
Educators in general have realized and accepted the need for the
school library. (A brief review of the literature will be given in the
next chapter.) New school buildings provide excellent ph3rsical facili-
ties for school libraries. Plans for expansion have been curtailed due
to present conditions, but it is hoped that the future holds possibili-
ties for even better facilities in library personnel as well as in
material needs
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THE ROI£ OF THE SCHOOL LIBRARY TODAY
A review of the recent literature in the field of general education
and also in the field of reading shows a general agreement among author-
ities of the importance of the school library and for the need of in-
struction in the use of the library. A few authorities have been
selected and their views follow.
A better understanding and interpretation will be gained if the
reader has a clear picture of the fimdamental aims and objectives of
the school library. A. Elwood Adams in his monograph on the use of
1
school libraries states very simply that Library aims usually are a
reflection of the generally accepted educational aims, but just as
educational aims mvist be interpreted in the light of individml
ccramunities so must the objectives be formulated to specific instances.”
Lucile F. Fargo has formulated a set of objectives for the school
2library which are widely accepted. A siunmary follower
1. To acquire books and other materials in line with the
demands of the curriculum and the needs of boys and girls
and to organize these materials for effective use.
2. To guide pv^ils in their choice of books and other
materials of learning desired both for personal and
curricular purposes.
Adams, A. Elwood. The Use of Libraries in J\anior and Senior High
Schools. Southern California Educational Monograph, No. 8. 1936.
University of Southern California Press.
Fargo, Lucile F. The Library in the School. 4th Edition. American
Library Association, Chicago. 1947.
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3. To develop in pupils skill and resourcefulness in their
use of books and libraries and to encourage the habit of per-
sonal investigation*
4. To help pupils establish a wide range of significant
interests
.
5. To provide aesthetic experience and develop appreciation
of the arts.
6. To encourage lifelong education through the use of library
resources
7. To encourage social attitudes and provide experience in
social and democratic living
8. To work cooperatively and constructively with instructional
and administrative staffs of the school.
Mary P. Douglas,^ another outstanding authority in the field of
school libraries, state-jthe aims of the school library as follows:
1. Learn to enjoy reading.
2. Develop judgment in selecting worthwhile books.
3. Acquire ability to use library tools and indexes.
4. Acquire ability to use factml books and material.
5. Fom the habit of using libraries and library material.
6. Respect the rights and privileges of using public
property.
2
Emmett A. Betts in his book on Foundations of Reading Instruction in-
cludes a chapter on the goals of reading instiruction. He states, "Full
social living means more reading - qxaalitative reading." He goes on to
l/ Douglas, Ifeiry Peacock. Teacher-Librarian's Handbook. Americaoi Library
Association, Chicago. 1941. p.l
2^ Betts, Bmuett A. Foundations of Reading Instruction . American Book
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9say that a imit on how to use books and libraries should constitute a
substantial part of a plan for systematic instruction in reading at ajiy
school level. With the present emphasis on enrichment of the school
curriculum, a knowledge of how to locate information in sources other
than textbooks is essential, Betts considers the concept of "reading
readiness" as of utmost importance, and siiggests that library comers
in classrooms in elementary schools have created much interest. He
adds that this interest should be fostered in the junior high school
through the school library.
^n the thirty-sixth yearbook of the National Society for the
Study of Education, Dr. B. Lamar Johnson ^ writes of the school library:
"A reading program reqtdres a wide range of appropriate reading materials
and will accordingly place heavy demands upon the school library."
The importance of library tools to any reading program is obvious, for
the ability to read is not con^lete if the reader is vmable to locate
needed materials. The teaching of the use of the library is a joint
responsibility. There is a difference of opinion as to who should
give this instruction, but no matter who is in charge, whether the
classroom teacher or the librarian, the problem is one that should be
shared by all. The ability to locate and use library materials cannot
2
be taught by one person and then forgotten. Dr. Johnson concludes
his report as follows: "The school library is not an end in itself; it
succeeds only to the extent that it contributes to the educational pro-
]y/ Johnson, Dr. B. Lamar. The School Library . Thirty-sixth Yearbook, Part I,
National Society for the Study of Education. Public School Publishing
Company. Bloomington, Illinois. cl937. Chapter VIII.
y Ibid.
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gram of the school. If the library is to contribute effectively to
the reading program, it must supply adequate and appropriate reading
materials; furthermore, a \inited staff of teachers and librarians must
cooperate to the end that these materials may be used both for in-
stinactional purposes and for re creatory-reading.”
Gray ^ in referring to the newer types of teaching allows that more
varied demands are now made on the reader than was true formerly. En-
riched program should include provision for reading materials that re-
late to the interests of pupils. The amount of reading material has
increased and as a result library methods have been promoted in many
classrooms. The importance of adeqxxate library facilities has been
recognized, but the number of schools that provide satisfactory library
facilities is as yet far too limited.
It is interesting to note that the Committee has included in their
basic principles \mderlying the report this statement. "School and
classroom libraries are of primary importance in initiating and
establishing satisfactory reading attitudes and habits. A generous
supply of attractive and suitable books enriches instruction, satisfies
the reading interests of pupils, and modifies to a large extent the pro-
cedure accepted in teaching and study. The need for an adequate supply
of available reading material cannot be over-emphasized in view of the
broader purposes that the curriculimi must now serve."
Gray continues his report by emphasizing the fact that the school
has an obligation in providing training in the intelligent and skillful
jL/ Gray, William S. Thirty-sixth Yearbook, Part I. National Society for
Study of Education. Public School Publishing Company. Bloomington,
Illinois. 1937. Chapter II.
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use of books, libraries, and all sources of information* Only a be-
ginning can be made d\iring reading periods; additional instruction in
the library and in the various subjects must be given.
I
Greer and Heller,^ in a later report, give a bit of encouragement
when they say that evidence exists that library service is being recog-
nized more and more widely as an "educational instrxmoient of first im-
portance." It is taken for granted that the library has an established
place in every secondary school and j\mior college. The extent of the
activity of the library is still a problem of local conditions, but
I more and more school administrators are realizing the extent to which a
;




ties to do so. Curricula based on student needs require a library for a
i
j
laboratory, and pupils must be taught how to use the library materials.
j
That the school library is vitally important is the basis of the




and Hall-quest. The authors of this book present a fine view of the
whole picture and give valuable aid to the elementary and junior high
I
I school teacher and librarian. Team-work between teachers and librarians
i|
is a key-note of their study. They believe that the common aim should
jl be an effort which guides the pupils toward increasing facility in
i
' reading and in the independent \ise of the library, and present many
practical suggestions and helps. The following statement stresses their
belief, "it is vitally important that the school administrators and
I
1/ Greer, Margaret and Heller, Frieda M. Making the Library Effective .
' Forty-seventh Yearbook, Part II. National Society for the Study of
Education. 1948. Chapter X.
^ Walraven, Margaret K. and Hallpquest, Alfred L. Teaching Through the
I
Elementary School Library. H.W.Wilson Company, i'948. ^
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and teachers, as well as librarians, view the school library not as an
extra-school auxiliary, but as an essential, integral factor in the
school's organization and educative process.”
Wright and Camovsky^ - co-authors of a report in Reading in General
Education, discuss the problem of how adequate reading materials may best
be brought to the attention of students ard through what process. The
School library has come to be the most common agency and as such de-
serves considerable attention, for upon its successful functioning a
great measure of achievement depends. No single type of library organi-
zation can be established for conditions vary depending upon the local
situation, the curriculxmi, teaching methods, library personnel and
facilities, etc. However, the general objectives are the same and imply
the necessity for instruction in the use of books and all library
materials. Published reports of teachers and librarians at all levels
indicate that skill in the use of materials of reading is best acquired
with correct practice. Instruction should be started in the elementary
grades and should be a continuous process. The subject matter included
in the course of library instruction should be fitted to the level at
which it is offered. Instructional materials should fit the local
cxirriculum. Since the problem is one for each individml school sitvia-
tion, no standard teaching aids can be supplied. Each school must adapt
its own program.
The progress of the school library movement is described by
Wright, Edward A. and Camovsky, Leon. In Reading in General Education,
edited by William S. Gray. American Council on Education. 1/fe.shington,
D.C. 1940. Chapter XI.
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Nora E. Beust when she compares the fact that only a few years ago
librarians were making a special effort to gain a place on educational
programs, with the fact that the school library at the elementary and
secondary school levels now appeared as an important subject on the
reading program. This evidence proves that authorities in the field of
reading recognize the library as an essential part of the school of
today. The new curricxilum demands such a wide range of material for
reference, and it is the joint responsibility of teachers, librarians,
and administrators to furnish the necessary materials.
The importance of the school library is described in a special
leaflet. Know Your School Library! published by the United States Office
of Education. In this pamphlet Nora E. Eeust calls the library a
"dynamic reading center” which must have an abundance of narefully
selected materials which are readily available to pupils and to teachers.
In answer to the question, "How can the library be made indispensable?"
she states that "the intelligent use of the library makes it so." To
attain this objective, the library standards of the Southern Association
of Secondary Schools require that library instruction be given in those
schools accredited in the association. The number of lessons and the
material to be covered are specified. Some schools have found that a
greater use of the library results from teaching book and library use
vrtien students need the specific information rather than from a formal
course. Again the problem is one that seems to have no one best
answer or solution for conditions in each school vary so much. Each
Beust, Nora E. Recent Trends in Reading . Education Monograph, No. 49.
^^dited by William S. Gray. '^ni\rersity of Chicago. 1939.
2^/ Beust, Nora E. Know Your School Library. Leaflet, No. 56. U. S.
Office of Sducation. ib^4(J.
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school must adjust its own problem to the local conditions.
Henne ' discusses the problem of the school library with special
reference to secondary schools and colleges and states that although the
elementary school assumes a large responsibility in teaching the use
of books and libraries, the secondary school has the ”key position in
seeing that this instruction expands and takes hold."^
Part VIII of this same monograph is devoted to Reading and the
ine 2
Library. Joseph/Dillon describes the functions and activities of the
library in promoting growth in and through reading. Dillon too believes
that the library and the classroom share the responsibility for furnish-
ing materials and for giving instruction in the use of library tools.
She explains also that the local conditions must of necessity determine
just how and where these library skills shall be taught. Whether in the
classroom or in the library, whether by teacher or librarian, the
function is only a means to an end - that of providing opportunity for
growth through reading. "The library must be a live storehouse as well
as a reading workshop, and the librarian must conduct it so that both
f\mctions operate to the fullest extent."
Not only are authors of books and monographs on reading concerned
with the importance of the library as an integral part of the school
program of today, but educators in general list the library as an im-
3portant function. Smith, Steindley, and Hughes devote considerable space
3^ Henne, Frances E. Reading and Pupil Development . Educational Monograph,
No. 51. Edited by William S. Gray. University of Chicago. 1940.
tJ Dillon, Josephine. Ibid. Chap. 26.
^ Smith, Standley, and Hughes. Junior High School Education. 1942.
Chapter X. Enriching Instruction Through the Library.
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to the topic of enriching Apt ruction through the library. They, too.
Accept Fargo’s objectives, and list especially these three:; (l) the
enrichment of the school curriculim, (2) the provision for worthy use
of leisure, and (3) the training of pupils in the use of books and
libraries. The authors point out that the wise librarian utilizes the
immediate needs of the pupil as a means of .-teaching him to find what he
wants. Several thoughts and ideas are presented as to the best "way of
handling group instruction in the use of the library. The ultimate goal
is, according to Smith, Standldy and Hughes, is to make the instruction
pertinent to the immediate need.
No research would be complete if mention was not made of the con-
tributions of Dr. Donald Durrell to the field of reading. One statement
from Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities^ may help to summarize one
phase of the chapter on study skills. "Certain technical abilities in
the use of study aids and reference materials usually need to be taught.
Instruction in the use of the dictionary -will overcome quickly the slow
and inaccurate habits of many pupils, unien assignments require the use
of reference books, as in independent work and imit assignments, it is
particularly important that the pupil be familiar with methods of
finding his references.”
The foregoing statements have been made in an attempt to show the
vital place of the school library in our educational system of today.
\/ Durrell, Donald D. Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities. World
Book Company. 1940. p.248.
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The seventh grade curriciiluni of oiir jtmior high school includes
provision for a one semester coiirse in Library Science which is re-
quired of all students. This course is taught by the school librarian
in the school library, and classes meet once a week.
The primary aim of this course is to teach students how to use
the library efficiently and independently. However, an excellent
opportmity is also afforded during the meetings of this course to
offer reading guidance and to assist in the developmental reading pro-
gram. Friendly book chats, posters, display of book jackets, etc.
help to stimulate interest in reading.
The need for suitable materials for use in teaching this course
has prompted the constinaction of a workbook. Building Library Habits
in the Seventh Grade, Plans for the building of this workbook called
for a careful analysis of the present educational aims and the specific
objectives of the school library.
In planning the workbook careful consideration was given to the
following: (l) Specific needs of the students at the seventh grade
level, (2) differences in backgrounds of pupils entering the jxmior high
school from the variolas elementary schools, (3) provision for pupil
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activity in each lesson, (4) arrangement of exercises in order of
difficulty to provide for individml needs of pupils in different groups,
(5) provision for pupil activity when a limited number of reference
tools are available through excerpts from books, publishers samples,
duplicate copies from public libraries, etc., (6) flexibility of
arrangement of order of topics to meet various sitviatiohs, (7) various
methods of motivation through timely topics of interest, "Tell-o-Test"
questions, etc., and (8) correlation of material with various subjects.
Material for orientation lessons on local regulations governing
the bonrowing of books, attendance, library citizenship, etc., has not
been inclioded.
A review test was also built for use in determing pupil progress
at the end of the semester. This test, given at end of workbook, is
a revision of test which the writer has used. Some items were omitted
from the original test, and others were substituted.
Drill exercises are included in each unit to afford the pupil an
opportunity to apply the knowledge gained from class discussion, silent
reading, or other method of presentation.
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The lessons included in this workbook have been planned to help
you get acquainted with the library, and to give you instruction in
the use of books and libraries*
There are six different \mits or lessons covering the topics of
the parts of a book, the arrangement of books in the library, the card
catalog, the encyclopedia, and the special reference books. An ex-
planation and description of each is given at the beginning of each
vinit. Exercises and practice work are also included which will give
you an opportxmity to apply the knowledge gained by using the various
library tools. You will not be expected to do all the exercises, nor
all the parts in the various exercises. Certain itans will be assigned
to you. Follow directions closely.
The objectives of the coxarse may be stated as follows: (1) To
learn \diat the reso\irces of the library are, (2) To learn how to find
this material, and (3) To learn how to use this material in preparing
lessons*
It is hoped that through this course you will become an efficient
and independent user of the library, and through familiarity with the
various library tools will enjoy the many advantages which the library
has to offer. Effective school work in the Junior High School is de-
pendent upon your knovirledge of the use of books and libraries.
"Books are keys to wisdom* s treastire;
Books are gates to lands of pleasure;
Books are paths that upward lead;
Books are friends. Come let us read."
Emilie Poulsson.
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LESSON I
FROM COVER TO COVER
Opening a book may be called the beginning of a real adventure*
The stoiy may take you on daring adventiires on land, sea, or air* It
may take you "Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea," "On to Oregon,"
or "Flying Through the Air." Thrilling as the stories are, however,
there is other material in books that helps to make the story itself
just that much more interesting* Do you know something about the author
of your favorite book? Do you notice the dedications in books, the
illustrations, the preface? These are parts of a book that one should
observe when he reads*
In addition to knowing about the book, we must learn how to use all
parts of the book intelligently, as well as how to find these books in
a library, if we are to become independent users of all available source
materials in our library.
The Printed Parts of a Book
Books may be divided into two main classes: fiction and non-
fiction. Non-fiction books are true, while books of fiction are those
not based on facts*
All printed books are made in a similar pattern, so by learning
how to use the key parts, you may learn how to find information in any
book* Fiction books do not contain all the different parts usually
found in a non-fiction book, and all non-fiction books do not include
all parts listed onrsxt page; however, most parts are foimd in most
books.
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5. List of Illustrations
6. Table of Contents






7. Table of Contents
8* List of Maps or II Itistrations





Read carefully the following definitions which will help to explain to
you the specific meaning and purpose of each of the parts of a book.
1.
The TITLE PAGE is usually the first printed page in a book, and
usually contains the following infoiTnation:
a) Complete title - top of page
b) Pull name of author - center of page
c) Name of Publisher - bottom of page
d) Place of Publication - below name of Publisher
e) Date of Publication - below name of Publisher and
2. The FRONTISPIECE is an illustration facing the title page.
3. The COPYRIGHT PAGE is the name given to the reverse side of the
title page. The copyright date and name of person or company
to whom copyright was issued are given.
4.
A COPYRIGHT is the sole right issued by the government to the
author or publisher of a book or any printed material, to publish
it for a period of twenty-eight years. Copyrights are issued by
piace of publication
f) Name of Illustrator
g) Name of Editor
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Copyright Offioe in Washington.
5. The DEDICATION is an inscription appearing on the next page
following the copyright page. The dedication is an expression
of gratitude or tribute made by the author.
6. In the PREFACE the author states his plan of presentation and
his purpose in writing, and acknowledges help received in the
preparation of the work.
7. The INTRODUCTION is a preliminary discussion of the subject
of the book and attempts to introduce the subject by giving
additional particulars or related material.
8. The TABLE OF CCflJTENTS serves as an outline of what is contained
in a book. Arranged in chronological order, it gives the
reader a bird*s-eye view of the book. Chapters are listed as
they oco\ir and nximber of pages on which each begins are given.
9. The LIST OF MAPS OR ILLUSTRATIONS is a most important time
saver, for by looking at the list the reader can quickly locate
the page on which the map or illustration is to be found.
10. BODY OF THE BOOK is the term used for the main text of 'tiie
book.
11. The APPENDIX contains added information which does not fit




sometimes called references, are lists of
related books. Bibliographies may be found at end of chapters
or in the appendix.
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13. A GLOSSARY is a dictionary at the back of the book explaining
words xmfamiliar to the reader.
14. The INDEX is an alphabetical list of subjects covered by the
text of the book and the page or pages on which topics may be
found.
a) A good index indicates the most important reference
to a subject, gives subdivisions of subjects, and
includes stifficient cross references.
b) The index may refer to subjects, titles, or authors,
or may include all three. A book may have several
indexes: author, title, subject, etc.
c) The index to a set of books may be foiond in a
separate volume or in the back part of the last
volume •
d) Certain abbreviations are sometimes used in an
index. Illustration:
(1) Farming, 14-24 pages 14 to 24 inclusive
(2) Farming, 14 ff page 14 and pages following
(3) Farming, 14 sq page 14 and pages following
(4) Farming, II, 7-14 Vol. II, pages 7 to 14 inc.
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Directions: Using your oira. textbook in General Science, fill in
the blank spaces with correct information*
1. VIhat is the full title?
2* Give names of authors.
3* By whom is book published?
4. When was book published ?
5. What is copyright date?
6. To whom was copyright isstied?
7* Does book have a frontispiece? Describe
8. Does book have a preface? On what page?
9* Is there a list of illustrations? On what page
10* On what page is the Table of Contents?
11* How many pages in the main body of the book?
12. Is there an appendix? On what page?
13. The index is found on what pages?
14. Is there a bibliography? On what pages?
15. Is there a glossary? On what pages?
"All that mankind has done, thought, gained, or
been, is lying as in magic preservation in the
pages of books." Carlyle,
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Exercise No« 2
Directions: Using questions in Exercise 1 as a guide, list the
same information in the following spaces for yo\ir Mathematics book,
and English book.
Mathematics Book English Book
1 . 1 .




























The largest library in the United States
is the LIBRARY OF CONGRESS in Washington,
D.C., which has in it more than 4,600,000
books and pamphlets.
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Directions; Using your basic textbook in General Science, answer
the following questions abotrt the Table of Contents .
1. How many units are there in the book?
2. On what page does Unit Three begin?
3. On what page does Unit Five end?
4. TIVhat are the subdivisions of Unit Six?
5.
Does the book have a unit on FIRE? On what pages?
Exercise No. 4
Directions; Using your textbook in English, answer the following
questions from the Table of Contents .
1. How many chapters are there in the book?
Z, On what page does Chapter X begin?
3. On what page does Chapter XIX end?
4. What are the main topics covered in Chapter VI?
5. What chapter would give helpful information abo\it the writing of
Friendly Letters?
Exercise No* 5
Directions: Turn to the Index of your Science Book. (Remember the
Index is usually fotand in t!he back of the book, while the Table of
Contents is at the front.) The Index has often been called the
Key to a book. Find the topic in the index under which information
could be fovond to answer the following questions. Write page
nmbers in the blank spaces following questions.
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1* TfShat are the elements and compoimds found in Air?
2. What chemicals are used in fire extinguishers 7
3. What is the dipping needle of the compass?
4. Who was Zacharias Janssen?
5. Find a picture of a microscope*
6. Does book have an illustration showing comparison of centigrade and
Fahrenheit thermometers? If so, where?
7. What effect does the weather have on seeds?
8* Find a list of the most common elements*
9* What is a spectroscope?
10* How do fires get oxygen?
Exercise No* 6
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Directions: Arrange the following as a "table of contents" should be:
A Midwinter Campaign 18
A Midnight Surprise 77
The Hero of Vincennes 1
Our Greatest Patriot 62
(Continued on next page)
1*' Ingles and McCague* Teaching the Use of Books and Libraries* H*W.
Wilson Co* cl 937* p*
2* YbiLd* p* 40* — -
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The Final Victory 123
The Patriot Spy 50
A Hero's Welcome 199
The Crisis 138
Defeat of the Red Dragoons 90
"Old Ironsides" 169
Exercise No* 8
Your final report for the term in Library Science is to be in the
form of a Library notebook having all parts usually found in a regular
non-fiction book. Do as directed in items numbered 1 to 4, euad place
this material in your notebook.
1. Find a picture suitable for a frontispiece.
(You may draw a picture if you wish.)
2. Make a title page. Choose your own title; use your own
name as author; and name of school as publisher.
3. Malce a copyright page. Use date when notebook is to be
completed.
4. Write a dedication inscribing your notebook to anyone
you wish.
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FROM SHELF TO SHELF
Where are the books on railroads? Please tell me where the stamp
catalogs are fovind. Where is the World Almanac? Where shall I find a
biography of Mark Twain? The problem of finding books in a library
becomes no problem at all, once you understand the simple plan of
arrangement of books.
A library filled with books is useless \mless books are so arranged
that material can be located easily and quickly. Like a store, the
library is arranged according to an orderly and convenient plan. Much
time can be saved if you understand this plan.
The system used in most libraries for the classification of books
is the Dewey Decimal Classification System. This plan divides books by
subjects and assigns a number to each subject. This plan was originated
by Mr. Melvin Dewey in 1876. At that time Mr. Dewey was librarian at
Amherst College, and felt a need for a systematic way of arranging
material in his library. He also saw the need for having a universal
system so that readers could use libraries everywhere. Most public and
school libraries in the United States arrange books according to the
Dewey Decimal System.
It has just been stated that numbers and subjects are the basis of
Dewey’s plan. There are ten main classes which include all divisions of
knowledge, and any book can be placed in some division of some class.
Each class is divided into ten main subdivisions, and each of these is
in turn further sub-divided. This division of numbers by tens is
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similar to our monetary system. A number is used to represent each
subject, and all books on the same subject have the same nxomber and are
thus kept together. This nximber is usually marked on the binding of the
book. Books are arranged on shelves according to nxmibers from lowest to
highest, just as houses are numbered on a street. Someone has said that
the number of a book is the addressof that book in the library.
All non-fiction books are classified according to the Dewey System.
Fiction books, however, do not have niimbers. They are arranged in a
separate section in alphabetical order according to last names of authors.
The purpose of having these books arranged by author rather than title
is so that all books written by one author will be kept together.
Locating a book yourself is quite simple when you are looking for a
fiction book. It is not difficult either to find non-fiction books
v^hen you know how they are arranged. It is a time-saver to know the ten
main divisions of the Dewey System. Wall charts will help you if you are
in doubt. Books having the same classification nvmber are put together.
Within each subject books are arranged in alphabetical order according to
author. There is one exception to this general rule. Books of
biography, Ntnnber 920, for collective biography, and Nxanber 921 for
individual biography are azn*anged by name of person written about. Thus
all books about Lincoln are together.
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HOW TO FIND A BOOK
^
The books in this library are arranged on the shelves in
numerical order according to the Dewey Decimal Classification
system, which separates all books into ten classes with numbers
as follows:
000-099 GENERAL WORKS; books that deal with no particular
subject such as encyclopedias, periodicals, almanacs, etc.
100-199 PHILOSOPHY: psychology, ethics, etc.
200-299 RELIGION; Christian and non-Christian beliefs.
Example: 220 is the nxunber for the Bible.
300-399 SOCIOLOGY: government, economics, law, education,
etc.
400-499 lANGUAGE: readers, grammars, dictionaries, etc., in
all languages. Example: 423 is the number for
dictionaries of the English language.
500-599 SCIENCE; mathematics, astronomy, botany, etc.
Example: 520 is the nviraber for books on astronomy.
600-699 USEFUL ARTS; medicine, engineering, home economics.
etc.
700-799 FINE ARTS; architecture, music, painting, amusements,
etc. Example: 780 is the nvimber for general books
on music.
800-899 LITERATURE; poetry, drama, essays, etc.
(Note: Novels are grouped on the shelves separate-
ly and are arranged alphabetically by the authors'
surnames.)
900-909 HISTORY, TRAVEL, BIOGRAPHY: travel, collective and
individual biography, histories of all countries.
Example: 973 is the nvimber for books on United
States History.
1/ Wilson Company. New York. Copy of Wall Chart, n.d.
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The follofwing story may help you to interpret for you and show you
Just how the ten classes or divisions of books fit together. It will
also help you to see the logical sequence of the various subjects.
Once you xmderstand the connection, you will be able to learn the ten
main divisions much more easily.
Mary Peacock Douglas in her Teacher-Librarian’s Handbook gives
the following o\atline:
Dewey Decimal System ^
100-199 PHILOSOPHT
In the beginning people began to think about
themselves and to wonder why they were put on earth.
They tried to reason also who was responsible for
their being here. Experience had taught them that
if they were not good, they would perhaps be pun-
ished. These ideas are incorporated in the 100 *s.
200-299 RELIGION
Having assured themselves that their presence
on earth was due to a Supreme Being, it was only
natural that they should worship Him. Thus we have
the 200 group which includes the religions of all
peoples.
300-399 SOCIAL SCIENCES
It was not long before the people on earth
began to realize that they must live together and
that laws were necessary for peace and harmony. They
sought education, government, and the conservation of
natural and human resources. The 300 ’s cover all
these things.
400-499 LANGUAGE
The necessity for organization accentuated the
need for communication; and communication is de-
pendent upon langtaage which is the 400 group.
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500-599 SCIENCE
Man "was not alone in the world. There were animals,
flowers, rocks; there were constellations and stars, and
many other things which attracted his attention and
required his consideration. These things constitute
the 500 's.
600-699 USEFUL ARTS
All the elements available to man needed to be
put to use. Inventions and machinery were employed for
improved health, farming, home and man\ifacturing. This
applied science is the basis for the 600 classification.
700-799 FINE ARTS
With the comforts and home life begun and with
more time for leisure, the finer sensibilities of man
expressed themselves in painting, sculpture, music,
and other fine arts, which are grouped in the 700* s.
800-899 LITERATURE
Literature naturally followed man’s expression
through fine arts, and he began to express himself
in writing abotrfc various things. He made poems of
his feelings; he wrote stories. So the 800 *s stand
for this development.
900-999 HISTORY
Because of their achievements the people were able
to visit from land to land and to tell the life and
history of their own lands. They were proud of their
advancement and they wanted their children to know of
their struggles and their progress. The story of
mankind became history and is classified in the 900' s.
000-099 GENERAL WORKS
With a wealth of accizraulated knowledge in all the
forgoing fields at hand, it seemed wise to put it to-
gether for the use of all people. These encyclopedias
or general works are n\ambered in the 000 ’s.
l/ Douglas, Mary Peacock. Teacher-Librarian * s Handbook. A.LJi.. cl941
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The two preceding charts have shown you the ten main subjects
which compromise the Dewey Classification system. The following outline
shows how one group - Science - may be subdivided into ten kinds of
Science.
500-599 HATURAL SCIENCE









590 - Animals (Zoology)
Each of these groups may be further subdivided. Notice how the
last group above may be divided into the various branches of Zoology*
590 - Zoology
591 - Animal stories
593 - Ocean Life
595 - Insects
597 - Fishes, Frogs
598 - Birds
599 - Animals
The important thing to remember is that all books on Science begin
with the number 5, and will be found together in one section.
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DRILL EXERCISES
Exercise No« 1
Directions: Go to the section of library where non-fiction books
are kept* Take this workbook and your pencil with you. As you
go from one section to the next, select one book fran the shelves
for each of the ten groups of books in the Dewey Classification
System. Choose books which look interesting to you. Write the
classification number, author, and title in the spaces below.
Return each book to its proper place as soon as you have finished

















It is said that the first circulating library
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Directions; The following nvnnbers represent non-fiction books
in our library* Rearrange the nvmibers in the proper order*
Write numbers in space provided.
973 374 510 537
220 080 920 917
785 291 385 822
549 608 020 598
080 921 629 910
1* 6* 11* 16
2* 7* 12* 17
3* 8* 13* 18
4* 9. 14. 19
5. 10* 15. 20
Exercise No* 3
Directions: Be able to locate any of the books mentioned in
Exercise No* 2* Each person will be called on to find one
of the books listed and to tell under idiat general class number
each is listed*
Exercise No* 4
Directions; Books by following authors will be fovmd on the
first shelf in fiction section* Remember fiction books are
arranged alphabetically by author* Rearrange these names in
proper order and list in space proTided*
1* Beede 6* Barnes 1*
2* Alcott 7. Armfield 2*
3* Beede 8* Arnold 3,
4* Altsheler 9. Bayley 4.
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Exercise No« 5
Directions: Illustrate the following chart to represent the ten
classes of books in the Dewey Decimal System, Make freehand draw-
ings or clip small pictures from magasines or newspapers. Print
the subject and class number in the rim of the circle. Refer to
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Exercise No. 6
Directions; Draw a floor plan of the library showing location
of each of the ten main classes of non-fiction books. Label each
section plainly. Indicate also where the fiction books are
shelved. Show also the card catalog, unabridged dictionary, and
magazine rack. Draw on this page.
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What is the card catalog?
The card catalog is the index to the library. It is often called
the key to the library. It serves the reader in the library just as the
index serves the user of a book. A library* s card catalog gives the
same information about books that an index gives about topics in a book.
Every book is listed in the catalog, just as items are listed in the
index. Just as you may look in the index of a book \mder several differ-
ent topics, so you may look in several places in the card catalog. You
use the card catalog to find out isdiether the library owns the book you
Twish, and if it does, where the book will be located on the shelves.
The card catalog is a cabinet of drawers containing cards, three
inches by five inches in size. The number of drawers in the catalog
depends on the number of books in the library. For every non-fiction
book you will find an author card which has the author *s last name as
the first word on the top line; a title card which has the title on the
first line; eind a subject card which has as the top word on the first
line, the subject of the book. Books of fiction need only author and
title cards.
Each card serves a special purpose and answers one of the following
questions;
1) Has the library a book by a certain author?
2) Has the library a book by a certain title?
3)
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The first question can be answered by the card which is called
the Author Card , It is called the author card because the name of the
author will be found on the top line. The author’s last name is always
written first, just as names are listed in a telephone directory* On
the second line will be found the title of the book. On the third line
will be foxind the name of the publisher, date of copyright, number of
pages, etc. In the space at the top left comer you will find the
call number which tells you where the book will be fovind on the shelves.
The card which ansvrers the second question is called the Title Card .
As the name implies, the title will be found on the first line. On the
second line you will find the author’s name. The call nvnnber will be
found in the upper left hand comer.
The third question is one which students often wish to have
answered. If you have a special topic to look up and do not know the
name of any book on the subject, nor the name of the title of any book,
you still can find the information by looking xmder the name of the
subject. In many libraries you will find the subject in capital letters
printed in red on the top line. Since the subject of the book is found on
the top line, the card is called the Subject Card .
All cards are filed in alphabetical order by infonaation on the
first line. It has been mentioned that persons’ names are always listed
last name first. It should also be remembered that if the first word of




the card is filed vinder the second
word. Abbreviated words are listed as if spelled out in full.
Study carefully the samples of catalog cards irtiich are given on
next pages
ai ^cf beioiraxta n«o noxiaeup d’arrix ‘,
edS 1,0 erjuin orid estiBo«d bneo TodSus^ orfd Jb^I£^'> ax cH .irra^ ^oddi/A arfd"
r,*.j3wXa 8i actan ^ai»I tWorf^ifa adT .©/u.C qcd- arid oo bauo'l od XIxw lorfdx/a
u
flO .'.^odaeriiX) twicriqaiod a rri badaxl a*i/J soouan ca O'Bxri* ^daTil neddxnw
axcX fcTXiCr i;id aO . rfocd ®rid lo oXdxd axId./>utrol ori XXin^ eaiX bnoooa arid
lo “jadiCTfl »d:l*:XT/qco ic adab ^neriHircfuq erid Ic oxiuja arid biuxol ©cf XX
©lid [mil XXJtt uo^ 'lamoo dial qod arid d.9 ©r.jsqa aJd al .od© .ao3aq
.eavXaric eild x.o iiu/ol ©ri IXJtw jXood ©rid otariw I'ox allad rioiriw larirawft XXaa
.'tBO 3idx? aid LsIIjo :x xxoidaosjo uxicoes arid a*ie^»a£iri xbxjivr X'iao ariT
arid aO .eoiX da'xil end re bxxxjrol ori .CXiw- ©Idid arid ^aaXXq.Tj ©rafin ©rid sA
ori XX x>. leriiaxm Xiao eriT .aain, j’lofldi/n erid bnxl XX xw irov. enxX '-rxooea
."lomoo brxnrf dleX loqqw ©rid xiX bni/ol
ovari od riaxft- xiedlo adcefaxida rioxii©' ©no «i noidaoi/p inxrid ©riT
V'
©rid vrciDf don ob bn© qw ^ooX od oxqod Xaioeqa m &vM II .beTcawen©
^rioori yiije *lo ©Idxd axld lo ooxxrr orid •xon ,doc>C^‘^'* ifeeri lo ©nan
©rid lo oi»iea c’rid *i©fcm; gnliooX ncidaxTiolnx arid bnxl rtso XXxds uo\
i
anaddoX Icdi^qBo ni doef;riOB ©rid i'mXl IliTr nox atinxmriiX nl .do-:>{^rix/8
no fcn;;ol ax rioori ©rid lo doe'Qdoa ©rid soniiS .©ciX qcd arid no ben nl bedoliq
. bnaP doot^dt-a ©rid balX^ ar btjso arid ,cniX qod ©rid
©fid no noxdajTrxclxxi x^^ nebno Xno Id ©rijariqXs nl belli on© abniJo XXA
bodail ©©jn/axs ' enoanoq ^darid boaoidaon xi©oq axri dl , *ftxX daiil
lo inov denll ericr lx Jxi^d bt*rorix7u»fT©*5 ©o, cor© hb.:cdt dl f.danll fhe.'i.'dceX
bnoooa ©dd Toboa bpXll ai bnao oa'd
^
eri'i’ io ai ^iooxf a lo oxdid «
.XX«1 fix dno boXXoca 11 S '! b©daiX ©"t-, xb'it y bxidi rra^iriJ/^ .bno??
no fl®vl:i e*xi3 xloxrirf abijso ^oXadao lo aelqioaa ©rid x^wdii
SAMPLE CARDS - Non-fiction book
549 Stra ckf Lilian Holmes
N.y.
Radium - A magic mineral.
Harper & Bros. 1941. 53p. illus.
The exciting story of the accidental
discovery of radium, and also the fasci-
nating story of Madame Curie. De-
scription of the refining and preserv-




549 Radi\im - A magic mineral
t£ ik, Lilian Holmes
549 MINERALS
Stra :k, Lilian Holmes
Radium - A magic mineral.
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On this page you vdll find two sample cards which are copies of
those found in the card catalog for a fiction book* Assume that you have
just finished reading a story about nurses written by Deming, euid you
should like to know if the library has any more books by the same author.
Just look up the name, DEMING, DOROTHY, euid you will find a card for
every book written by Deming which the library has. You can then go to
the “fiction section and find the books by Deming, for you will recall that
i
these books are arranged in alphabetical order according to authors.
If you do not know the name of the author, but do know the title of


















^0 6^ .‘lO’t v'lA rfoii'Jf aL'iAO 9l«Jfit08 Cf9T& brtxl Ili'if tfO'^ sl^i^ -TO
©vurf iJo\ J'joii wifj3ciX •’Aood OD itoi't o 'icl gcXAd'BCr &ibo ©rd" sxl bcjo't seorf^
ucy DOM ^p^Jb eC!
^c(5 n»;f4rxiw aoaiwi d-;;od.s y;io:f‘a ^ gxxib©e*x j«wiaxt'.il
.lon^fujs ©naa ©rM’ x® a'l^iOod eio® ae/l x^.»5*xdiX ©dd TfoaU o? aoiiX bXaoria
lol biBO B bull m© :jox boB tYKTOTOQ ,©«L^fl arid- qi/ iooX d-aul,
od oa IBO ;r«Y .aari add rioiiiv 3flli:??a vd flod^xTW xood v/i9va'
iadS II»09T XXiw uc^,- *tol .axibueC' aMcod acij^ hnn brj> aol<^ooa cioidoxl,oddM
. 3*irddi>'c od galfc'iooojB i^bno Xr'nldedBd<iXB nt ba^ti/n'ts O'IB ’i~Aood ©aadd"
*io oXcfxd Sill v.’o'oi ('h d.ucf ^'loddi/xt odd lo ©fuAix vroc' do£i c*b wonc
• 9,’ixX L*noo®a ao 'xoti^a/i *io ditifia ©via iii*'' b*:-30 old Id *iol 3L00X ^;(cod erid.
ted-XisYf
nodduA noiXXfid3 ^'obIH odd lo nob





fioilXBdP. :ioBXft odd lo xxt>8
•xodXoffoXdlT
Cross Reference Cards
The card catalog contains further help in the form of cross refer-
ences. If you want to look up Buffalo Bill and do not know his real





There are also cross references to similar subjects so that all





This sin5)ly means that you turn to the card for Aeronautics.
Another cross reference is called a "see also" card. This card
will suggest other headings under iKdiich you may find additional infonna-
tion.




On the outside of the drawers of the catalog you will find some
alphabetical guide letters which show you what letter may be foxmd in
each drawer. These gtiide letters serve in the same way as do the guide
o.Mn 9T:el&fl aaotO
28010 lo mtol rri qleri axtiBC^aoo golacffio OffT
Xjb^.t elrf '.vojcdI cfon ob btxA 111?. oXaTlirH qu :icoL oi ^ttavr nax 'll .aaona
.
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XIj8 J-arid- os adoerdy© iBXiraXa cd a»oap*ia'iai aaoio ocXb sijb oiedT
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soidwaacioA I I ’
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. aoidysnoioA not bi£o add od mifd r/oy djcrid aoMom -^XcpLia 2.TriT
bnoo aXriT .bnjao Tears aea" s beXLoo ax ooaona'ioi aaono istrfdaaA
-senotni iBooidibbB belt tro^ rioMir a^itlbrsd toddo daeggxra XXxw
,.
nuid




o;ao8 x-iXt uo't. ^oXiidso to onowuib odd to obXadwo of*d aO
ci bay ..it sc' •^Aa nsddoX darbr yov weda doxxft/ aiodd^X obiirj X.».^Xdod/siiqXe
dbiy^- «xid ob as s/ld fii emos anoddol obXjjj oaodT .nowsib riosa
words at the top of pages in the dictionary. The first three letters
are the first three letters of the first "word in the drawer, and the
last three letters are the first part of the last topic in the dra'wer.
The follovdng diagram represents the card catalog in oiir school
library:
"Inside Guides"
Within each drawer you will find sub-di-visions to help you in finding
yoxir topic quickly. These are called "Inside Guides" for they guide you
inside the drawer. Notice the illustration below. If you were looking
for the title of a book by Loxiisa Alcott, you would turn to the first
cards in back of gviide marked, A1 oott . If you wanted the title card for
"Adventures in an African Jungle," you would look between letter A and
word Africa.
N-r m
a*j©d-J-©X 0C*i/'J sxlT xb <'i ^o.^jaq “i© qo;^ erfd- i£ aticw
©rid" i£iB ^taw^Tb arJ' al t'lQvf dsiil “ic, aiCwCt'irX ©a*iL- jaii*! 3*ifi




Xooxio?. txTo nx gcXBxJ-BO Mjbo axis’ sixica8*xqt.*x xixx'j}jxiii> gniwoXXol orfT
r'-lBuriX
"eaL ix/r ebxexil '*
•; 3£ili>xin xii x/ov. cXoxi od" ax'oxai'Tib-dwa fcnxl XXxw yo\; *xev,*xnb x^ojb©
xxxx^ztiW
x/ov, efcXi/3 vorid- IO*! ”aetiix0 ohianl" ioI£«o s-r.-x saex'T ,vX:ioxxxp oicod- -ix/oy
;ijfli:^ooX e*.evx xxo^ H .'xcXocf xxoIdi^d'iaXXx odd ©oxdcK .'XQvxjnb e3r’’d ©bxnxxx
datxi oxfj cd tn-.-j b/rrov.' ifc^{ ,doooIA aaxucj slourf b Io eXdxd ©xid *xol
id eXdxd o.'ij badnxw/ ixo\. ‘11 ob.io^ Io Tload nx abiBO





Directions: Using the "outside guides" as shown on diagram of
card catalog, select the right drawer in which to find answers
to following questions: (Write nvanber of drawer in space pro-
vided.)
Drawer Number
1. Who wrote the "Jinx Ship?"
2. What books does the library have on Railroads?
' 3. Where shall I find a biography of Lincoln?
'
.4. Who wrote the book, "The Real Diary of a Bad Boy?"
____
5. What books does the library have by Tvmis?
6. Books on Electricity would be numbered with what
classification n\miber?
7. Who is the author of "Scoirting with Kit Carson?"
8. What was the name of the sequel to "My Friend Flicka"
written by Mary O’Hara?
9. What is the name of the latest book written by
Janet Lambert?
10.
What books has the library on Alaska?
Exercise No* 2
Directions: Use the card catalog to find the classification
nvunber and the author’s name for each title shown below* Write









lo cs'i’i^xb no fly.T3/{a ti« ’’aefcxxi^' ofcieii/c” 3tl^ jjnisU *arioi#to*xx'J
atcirafl.9 boTl c& dolit/r ai i&wntb erii i*sco
o-iq eo3qa rtf -lewirtb 'io 'I'^dmun ; 3f!cij3ewp gflivioXlo^ 03
^zbsuj'iZlJiii ao evaK 3»‘ b ajiccrf i-a/HX .S
?xiIooiijLI “io vi/iq^i^oW b bail I XXiirla aiaif^ .5
'*^vo9 bBi A v’lsxG 1b©H eifT” t^lcoo ard" ddoTJ ocin , .V,
’
^ \
YalnuT Y<f evari y^:a^<JiX aoob e;iocd i-a/fli .3
3^1w ba^etfKTm od bXwcw YJ>xoi*i;fnoX3 ao .TiooH .S
Viacbnt'a nc ivJac/i^iaafiXo
”^wa*LsO 3-xH f{;^rw saic^ro^b" 2o lorfiWB 6/i:f ai OJiH . Y
"jEioiX3 bnei'iX lecrpos 9if:^ act a end ain. .8
?3*:j3L'0 co^'JL'iTr
Y^= c©T«i*rw ~)iocd iikAdel edd 1.0 o<.v:^a t’rli'i ai .
aoliBoiliasaXo bai'i cd ^oXb^bo t-xao add ©bU ; apOl:^ot»*xxC
®dci>* .iroXod oKcria aXd’id' Haao *xol otajaa a>'icri;fi/B ^IS bn£
.bobx'/’onq oo^qu tri uold’w^.iclni
iBiJauH TeffBiCI
”:qiriti xaib’’ oxid’ ed’oi'W oxfW
'i&T.oduL'A vcobT* L





nalbr-I ftaoi'X'^.Tt/, lo y'*°^ ’
Zeroise No* 3
Directions: Use the card catalog to find the title of one book
by each author. Remember to use the "outside giiides" as well
as the "inside guides." Write information in space provided.
This exercise is to be done by students working in groups of
throes. You will have about four minutes. Try to finish in















Directions: Using the sample cards for a non-fiction book as
shown in this imit, as a guide, make out author, title, and
subject cards for yo\ir basic textbook in Science. Use the
general classification number 500, since your book is one of
General Science. Use blank cards on next page.
S . oir
:£oo<S eao Ic sriw I'nll. od" fcaso exU^ oalJ :«;«idof^xCI
llevf ax JL«3 a,biadxro*’ «rid‘ oev ci aedr/>Cf>H .aoridi/x i.'oxe
.. ahi'/triq aoaqa ni nc*xifinno'.Uii; sliiR ”.a»felu3 ooiaiti'' dxV ax
’io aqi/C7j «2 ^xiijftov editclx>d^6 "^jcf exf od' si OBxoaex© aixCT
el daia*l od v;^T .3©d*rni« 'r:rol dirtWx evxrt II.ci-. woV .aae-irfd
.©oita/ro X 8va.*i iltn eco^iov© djarid oa djadd
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sure to know the spelling and meaning of the following words
Axifchor card outside guides
title card inside guides
subject card cross reference
card catalog classification nvmber
abbreviations Dewey Decimal System
YfTAruaAOov
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The word "encyclopedia" comes from the Greek words meaning "circle
of knowledge." We might say that an encyclopedia deals with the entire
range of knowledge; or in other words, it gives information on many
subjects. Usually this information is contained in sets of books, and is
arranged in alphabetical order. The following simple definition is worth
remembering.
An encyclopedia is a reference book, or set of books
,
containing information on many different subjects, arranged
in alphabetical order .
Most books are written by one person, but an encyclopedia is written
by many . The one person responsible for the making of the encyclopedia
is called the Editor-in-Chief . Many other persons assist him. They are
chosen because of their special knowledge in specific subject fields.
In the first volume of each set of encyclopedias you will find a complete
list of people who have written articles. They people are called
"editors and contribvrbors ." Often their initials are signed to various
articles.
The date of an encyclopedia is very important. It tells you how
up-to-date the facts are. Some subjects do not change, but some of the
newer topics, such as radio and television, are changing every year. It
is always well to note the copyright date of the book you are using.
One way in ishich encyclopedia publishers try to keep their readers
up-to-date is through the publishing of Annuals or Supplements. These
71 -fO.-.'rltU
AinMt'JJ'JYOiT.T JiiT
oXnlD" jctinjem Bfo^C'W oi{& aio*i^ g^mtoo "aibeqclo'^oce" Jb^ow axIT
o'lidis f oii& i’siyi &lB»b fiiboqcXovoae rus ;f-sxii :^d^lO! fVf ". ygij^Iwomt ‘io
no ncid'j8.,'so'‘:xii aeri^ &1 ^airxcvf led^o ai *ro ;e3^oIvrofiii lo egnjet
l 1 br.A ,aofoo<f ’io sd-oa ci focnxiBdnoo ai nciJ-jcn'iclci sM.t .a^oe'Q'-^wa
xfoioK ax nox^ixiiloi' eiqoia ^ni./c'XIol ariT .'x©^^c lAcicfftcfiiriqXa ai be^c£':tB
ai glb<»qoXo*{Ojnc> cub ixrd ^nosi^q ano \cJ d'=c?iiw aiXi aaiood daoti
BiLaqoXoY.oaa lo gti-ajam urfw iol eXdianoqaoi noBtaq eoo sdT .vn^ yd
ain .^r»x/i dsiaa£ aace^oq aaifdo .loidr-ai~*iodifv5! strti boXXjso si
.ablsil doe^due oxlloaqa ai agbolwcxci X^xoaqa ^ieri^ lo eaojSfoecJ rteacrfo
aiolqnoo xs bat'i Llix uo^ QXiibeqoloxoae 'io daa ilo/ie 'lo ©i«lXov dmi*: orfcf nl
boXXiio oTa eXqceq y,sd”£ .aeloidxB n-:-»jaxw avjed oriv eXqoaq Tto d^ail
atfoiijsv od bongxa ©*i4 aC^idixi liarii xi^^ilO c'xodi/c/i'idxioo brta GTodibo"
ncxl »xcn{ Riio& t"! . dax>d*ioqtti *^ov ai xxbaqcXoYrna ojt Ic odjab eriT
and lo eitcc dx/d ^o^njida icn ob adoa^dua ©froS .ttjb adnal wild- odab-o^-'-^u
&1 X*^9V» jnigxtedo €«© jnoiexTaXad oom oibx^'i aa dauo ^aniqoi lewan
.gnxar/ &za vox aiood oxid lo oiab dd^xn'^ ;oo aicc od XXow ax*’# Xjb ai
I
S’'.©bBe": *ix«iid qo©>! od ynd a'sexIaiXduq ©lii'coXox®^® dql/^^ nx anO ^
oaeriX . cd/r nToXqqj/’i io aXaucaA lo jiridaxXdixq «dd d;^^f/cTiid ai edat-od-qw
gixl*irdxte.'B«^*i
> a^ood lo d©B -xo ^"^000 e&oaiel©t jb si aiboccIaT,oxr3 nA
ba^xii^ ^udoaj;dxfG or»r©llib yxcar no rtoxdjtar'xolni grriaiadcco
.*£t-.*;-ro >f soidcdAdqXc ai
E 9X0X71©
annuals are usually separate booklets or pamphlets, with same format as
the encyclopedia, and give a summary of information for a particular year^
and add to the information given in the regvilar text. These annuals are
usually kept together in one cover and the annrial for each year should be
referred to in order to get a complete picture.
An encyclopedia and a dictionary are similar in that material is
arranged in alphabetical order. However, an encyclopedia discusses
subjects at some length, while a dictionary gives you only brief in-
formation about words.
You have learned that the topics in an encyclopedia are arremged in
alphabetical order. If you will observe these Guide Rules you will be
better able to locate material quickly.
Guide Rules :
1) Names of persons are fo\md \inder the person’s last name.
Example: Abraham Lincoln, See Lincoln, Abraham
2) Abbreviations are listed as if spelled out in full.
Example: St. Paul - See Saint Paul
3) Lakes, rivers, mountains are listed under the name of each.
Example: Lake Huron - See H\n:on, Lake
4) Two-part words are listed as they appear.
Example: New Higland - See New England
5) Persons having titles are listed under the name, rather
than the title.
Example: King George - See, George, King
Most encyclopedia publishers use other devices to enable user to
locate desired information. Later in this unit you will learn of those
methods pecxiliar to the various references. Indexes and cross references
are two of the important means of helping you. Indexes are not necessary,
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-‘u Jii/?.' T>q a.'lw z^L'o! .f'vcl orr ertoa'iaq 'ic aiiiail (X
riiar'X'i'iA aor. j ':I&::.ni.ii • i/u5*ir''i ; --iq.rusxa
.ilr.i ni efuo boIXoTjB >i aa '. ;-ai‘X f>^4 scoi^AJXve'iiJ/.
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More Guide Rules :
1) System of cross references enables reader to locate information
in other volumes, or related material on other subjects.
2) The "see" reference is used to direct the user from one
heading to another.
Example: Aviation - See "Aeronautics"
3) The "see also" reference is used to direct the user to head-
ings xmder which additional or related material may be found.
Example: African race - See also "Negro"'
4) Indexes may be found in one volume, as in Britannica, or
Book of Kaowledge, or divided up and placed at the back of
each voltime as in Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia.
5) Use of index
a) Page nianbers are preceded by letter of alphabet, as -
A 32-35. Letter indicates volxaue nimiber, and numbers
refer to pages in the A volme.
b) First lines of entries give general and cross references
c) Each sub-entry or title starts on separate line
d) Pictures are listed in Italics
Of all the books in the reference collection in the library, the
general encyclopedias are the ones to which readers turn first, in look-
ing up an unfamiliar subject. The encyclopedia is so convenient to use
eind so informative that readers are tempted to be satisfied with the
information foxmd therein. However, the encyclopedia should really be
the starting point for those who wish to study any subject thoroughly.
Since it is such a valuable reference book, we should know how to use
it efficiently.
There are many good encyclopedias, and material in general is the
same, and arranged in similar order. There are special featvires,
however, of each different set, and it is well to become familiar with
the several sets. The three sets best adapted for J\mior High School
work are - 1) Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia, 2) World Book Encyclo-
pedia, and 3) Britannica Junior.
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COMPTON’S PICTURED ENCYCLOPEDIA AND FACT-INDEX
F. E. Compton & Company. Chicago.
”To inspire ambition, to stimulate the imagination, to provide
the inquiring mind with accurate information told in an inter-
esting style, and thus lead into broader fields of knowledge -
such is the purpose of this work.” ^
Facts to remember:
!• Compton's encyclopedia is one of the best for Junior High School
students. Has excellent illustrations.
2. Fact-Index in back of each volume - letters refer to volximes,
and figures to page numbers.
3. Fact-Index gives areas, populations, chief products, and other
important statistics.
4. Fact-Index directs user immediately to exact page on which will
be found essential facts and illustrations.
5. Bibliographies given after main topics.
2Sample from Fact-Index
KANSAS, a central state of U.S.; 82,276 sq. mi.;
pop. 1,801,028; cap. Topeka: K-3-6, maps K-4.
agriculture K-3-5: wheat K-4
^ Compton’s Pictiired Encyclopedia. F.E. Compton Co. Title page, cl943.
Ibid. Voliane 8. Page 228.
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THE WORLD BOOK ENCYCLOPEDIA
The Qviarrle Corporation. Chicago, Illinois
"Finding what you want in the WORLD BOOK is as simple as
A, B, C. Articles beginning with A are fovmd in the A
volume, those beginning with B in the B volume, and so on.
Arrangement of articles is completely alphabetical, just
as in a telephone directory or dictionary." ^
Facts to remember:
1. In make-up, the World Book Encyclopedia is more like an adult
encyclopedia. Useful for all school ages.
2. Simple alphabetical arrangement of subjects. Good cross refer-
ences make it not necessary to have a separate index.
3. Excellent illustrations.
4. Graphic method of presenting statistics and other facts - very
good and clear - easily interpreted.
5. Biographical and vocational articles especially helpful.
6. Annual supplements keep information up-to-date.
7. Last volimie - READING AND STUDY GUIDE contains outlines useful
in connection with school curriculum.
8. Excellent colored maps accompany articles on continents and
states
.
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BRITAMIGA JUNIOR
Encyclopaedia Britannica, Inc., N.Y.
Facts to remember ;
1. Connected vdth the Britannica, but planned for people too young
to use the adult edition. Contains material suited to students
of elementary and junior high school age.
2. Ready Reference Volinne, first volume in set, gives quick defini-
tions of words and ideas.
3. Ready Reference Vol\mie is also am index and tells where complete
information may be found.
4. Ready Reference is a "fact index as well as a finding index."
5. "Boxed-in" section near beginning of article contains important
facts; such as, area and population of city or country, chief
products, etc.
Excerpt from Ready Reference Volxane ^
ENCYCLOPAEDIA (en si klo pe di a) book treating of
entire range of knowledge, art, science, history
and other branches of learning, or of one special
branch of knowledge, usmlly arranged alphabetically
5-201a; Americana 5-201b; Aristotle's 2-225b;
Britannica 5-201b; Diderot 5-68a; printing of,
pictxxres 3-162; Study Guide 12-8a.
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Directions: Underline word xmder which you would e:q)ect to find
information to answer following questions. In blank space write
Volume number of Encyclopedia. Refer to illustrations on pre-
ceding pages.
Old New
Compton World World Britannica
1. Why do leaves change color
in the fall?
2, Who \vas Tecumseh?
3.
Who invented the cotton gin?
4.
What was the Pony Express?
5
Find a biography of Sir Walter
Scott.
Exercise No. 2,
Directions: Using the diagram of the World Book Encyclopedia,
Unit Letter arrangement and Split Letter arrangement, determine
in which volume your name would be found. Be ready to give the
number when called on, and also to check answers given by your
classmates. (Large chart in library)
Exercise No. 3
In order that each student have actual practice in looking up in-
formation, and that all students work at the same time, different ex-
ercises have been prepared for each volume of Compton's Encyclopedia.
Using the volume and set of questions assigned to you, write the
answers in space provided on this sheet.
Following is a set of sample questions based on Compton’s
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L) The ansvrer to the first question of each part can be foxmd only
in the Fact Index, Just look up the key word, and you will find
the answer.
2) To answer the second questions of each exercise you find the
answer in the main text.
3) To answer question you must get a fact from the Compton map.
If you have any question about -where the required fact can be
found, consult the Fact-Index.
4) The fourth question of each exercise is to be answered by
getting a fact from a pictograph, graph, chart, or other illus-
trative material* You can find -the pictograph easily if you
check the Fact*Index voider the key word for the volvme and page
number*
a) Information given under the picture telling what the
picture is about is called the Caption,
b) Information given at bottom of diagram of pictograph
which explains the details is called the Legend*
Exercise A - Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia, Volvirae K L*'
1* Everyone knows that Kelly Field is a
a) football field
b) soccer field
c) U.S, Army Air Field
d) lacross field
2* After the Ci-vll War, Robert E. Lee became a
a) senator b) farmer c) manufacturer d) college president
3* The map on Land Use suggests advisable changes from farming to grazing
or forestry. But in one of the states listed below no change is
shown* It is (Map)
a) Iowa b) Ne-vada c) Texas d) Maine
4* Figure 4 in the article on Learning sho-ws how many weeks of practice
a telegraphy student should need to send 120 letters a minute* The
nvunber is (Graph)
a) 16 b) 12 c) 20 d) 40
l/ "Reading is Fvua with Compton's." F.E.Ccanpton Co. cl946.
Exercises 8 a. b. c.
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5* In Korea the highest moxmtain peak is (Table - Physical Features)
a) snow-capped c) aai active volcano
b) tree-covered d) an extinct volcano
6. Old libraries chained books to the cases to prevent (Picture)
a) their falling c) thefM;
b) misfiling d) children from using them
Exercise B -
1. The Kru tribe in West Africa has a black and blue line tattoed on the
a) arms b) forehead c) cheeks d) back
2. David Livingstone gave Britain a claim to which of these lands?
a) Nigeria b) Solomon Islands c) Rhodesia d) Guiana
3. The body of water between Long Island and Connecticut is (Map)
a) Long Island Soimd c) Peconic Bay
b) Atlantic Ocean d) Hudson River
4. According to the graph of land uses in the United States, by 1960
the percentage of land used for grazing should be about (Graph)
a) 23.3^ b) 11. Z% c) 14.1^ d) 16?^
5. The length of a degree of longitude at 50° is (Table)
a) 66*83 miles b) 49 miles c) 44*55 miles d) 6*05 miles
6. A street in London that is noted for its many newspaper offices is
(Picture)
a) Downing Street c) Coventry Street
b) Fleet Street d) Lombard Street
ANSWERS I Volume
Ex, A 1) 2) 3) 4)
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Exercise No. 4
Directions: Select one of Idle following topics of interest to
you, and find answers to the questions, using Compton’s Pictured
Encyclopedia. Write answers in space provided after the Sample
Quiz. List volume number and page number where infonnation was












SPORTS QUIZ: (Sample from "Reading is Fun with Compton’s"
1.
Of what wood are most baseball bats made?
2.
Who is called the "Father of American football"?
3.
What is the oldest date we know for Olympic games in Greece?
4.
How many players make up a polo team?
5.
What is the "crease" in ice hockey?
6.
Who were the first five baseball players elected to Baseball’s
Hall of Fame?
7.
What is the pitching distance in softball?
l/ "Reading is Fun with Compton’s." F.E.Compton Co. cl946.
Sports Quiz. n.p.
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Exercises 1 through 4 which you have Just completed have given
you practice in finding material in order to answer specific questions.
After locating material, you had to skim the article until you found the
desired fact. This skill is very in^ortant. You can learn to save much
time by learning how to skim rapidly.
In the next set of exercises you will have to read for a different
purpose. You will be asked to give a summary which means expressing the
central thought in your own words. The best way to do this is to skim
the whole article to get the central idea; then go back and read each
paragraph carefully. Jot down the central thought of the paragraph.
After you have finished doing this, rewrite yotir notes making complete
sentences.
Exercise No. 5
Directions: Choose a state from the list given below. Sign yo\ir
name on the master list on the teacher* s desk so as to avoid
duplication. Use outline as a g\iide. Write a summary of the
article found in any one of the encyclopedias in the school library.
Use white paper which will be given to you. Pass in notes as well
as final s-ummary.
A Arizona - Arkansas




I-J Iowa - Idaho - Illinois
K-L Kansas - Louisiana - Kentucky
M Montana - Massachusetts - Minnesota - Missouri
N-0 Oregon - Nevada - New Mexico - Nebraska - Oklahoma
P Pennsylvania
Q-R Rhode Island
S South Dakota - South Carolina
T Texas - Tennessee
U-V Utah - Virginia
W-Z Wyoming - Washington - Wisconsin
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Exercise No. 6
Directions: Write a brief summary of the life of any person listed
below. Follow same general directions as for Exercise 5.
Remember - the material has been copyrigjhted. Nothing can be copied
word for word.
A Arkwright
B Alexander G. Bell
C Edmund Cai*twrighb
D Jefferson Davis











T William H. Taft
U-V Martin Van Buren
W-Z James Watt
Exercise No. 7
Directions: Select a subject of interest to you - a hobby, sports,
birds, flowers, etc. Look up the topic in three encyclopedias.
List the information usually given in a bibliography in the space
provided below. Skim the articles. Which was the most interesting
and complete? Place an asterisk (*) before the name of that en-
cyclopedia .
a) Name of Encyclopedia
Publisher
Copyright Date Volme Pages
b) Name of Encyclopedia
Publisher
Copyright Date Volume Pages
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c) Name of Encyclopedia
Publisher
Copyright Date Voltmie Pages
Exercise No» 8
Using the encyclopedia selected in Exercise No. 7 as presenting the
most interesting and complete information on your chosen subject, prepare
an oixtline to be used in presenting an oral talk for English class.
In order to limit your report to about three minutes, summarize the
article briefly, selecting a few important details of interest. When
giving your report be sure to tell class the source of your material.
In addition to the general encyclopedias described at the beginning
of this chapter, we have certain SPECIAL encyclopedias. These special
encyclopedias follow the rule of a general encyclopedia in that material
is arranged alphabetically, and often is contained in sets of books, but
are special in that all the topics deal with one general subject such as
music, history, science, etc. Each of these special encyclopedias is
kept on the shelf under the subject number. Some of the very useful
special encyclopedias in our library are as follows:
a) MacMillan Encyclopedia of Music and Musicians (R 780)
b) Harper *s Encyclopedia of United States History (R 973)
c) Book of Popular Science (R 500)
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A good encyclopedia does more than give information about the things
studied in school; it adds to the enjoyment of living, for it contains
much material on hobbies, mechanics, games, music, airt, etc. It is
hoped that the exercises in this unit have helped you to become familiar
with the wide scope of material as well eis to become familiar with the
technique of locating and using material.
VOCABULARY
Be sure to know the spelling and meaning of the following words:
general encyclopedia "see” reference
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There are many books besides encyclopedias which contain a great
deal of information on many subjects arranged in such a way that it can
be fo\md easily and quickly. These books are called Special Reference
Books
,
for in general they cover some one subject in a "special" way.
Some of these books you will find useful in a nvimber of different classes..
In this lesson you will study about just three different types of the
many different special reference books. These three types of books may
be classified as follows:
1) Yearbooks
2) Dictionaries of Biography
3) Books of Quotations
This unit will be divided into three parts with a description and
explanation of each type of books mentioned, together with drill ex-
ercises based on each kind.
I. Yearbooks :
WORLD ALM/^C - "An almanac is a yearbook, or calendar, giving the
days of the week and month, facts about the heavens, tides, etc." One of
the most famous almanacs was published by Banjamin Franklin, and was
called "Poor Richard's Almanac." Since that time many different almanacs
have been published. Of all the modem almanacs published, the most
famous is the World Alxnanac, published each year by the New York World
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Telegram. It contains a vast amount of infonuation in a very short space.
The statistics given are usually reliable and as nearly up-to-date as
possible
.
To be able to locate material quickly, one must remember certain
specific facts.
(1) The INDEX is foxmd at the front of the book just after
the table of contents.
(2) Date of almanac is the date of issue. Material contained
in the 1948 issue is for the preceding year of 1947.
(3) Choose the key word in the topic you are searching for.
If it is not listed, try several other words meaning the
same thing.
(4) The table of contents will give you a general pictvire of
the many different topics covered in the book. It will
also point out various sections, such as Sports, etc.
Each of you will receive a copy of the World Almanac. Find the
Table of Contents and glance through the list of topics. Notice the
Index on the next page. Try to find the answers to the following
practice questions*
Practice Questions ;
1) Who won the World Series last year?
Vihen were the first World Series games played?
What team won that first year?
2) What is the capital of of Brazil?
3) What is the area and population of Massachusetts?
4) On what date will Easter S\inday come next year?
5) Who was the second Vice President of the tJ. S.?
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STATESMAN’S YEARBOOK - a second yearbook
eqmlly as useful and important as the
I
World Almanac. On the title page we read -
I;
”A statistical and historical annual of the
j
states of the world.” This book is pub-
lished annually in Great Britain and gives
information concerning the government of
the world. All covintries are considered
but greatest amoxmt of space is devoted
to Great Britain and her possessions.
Special features of the new post-war
edition include the colored maps of the Zones of Occupation, etc.
Important information on the IMited Nations is also included in the new
editions.
The Statesman’s Yearbook is divided into three main sections:
A. British Ccmmonwealth of Nations
B. The United States of America
C. Other cotintries of the world
The first section is sub-divided according to continents; the second
according to states and outlying territories; and the third is arranged
alphabetically. Important information is given concerning each country’s
historical background, constitution, government, area, population, pro-
duction, industry, exports, imports, religion, education, revenues, ex-
penditures, justice, crime, defense, shipping, navigation, communications, !
,'i




A complete detailed index is given at the back of the book
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Directions: Find the answers to the follov/ing questions; answer
them briefly in the space provided, and also list the page number
on which you found the information.
1* From whom did we purchase Alaska and when?
2.
??ho are the United States senators from Massachusetts?
3.
T/Vho is the Secretary of State of the United States?
4.
What states led in the production of crude petroleum in the United
States during the war? Give three highest.
5.
List two National Parks in California and give one point of interest
about each*
Exercise No* 2
1. Who won the Nobel Peace Prize in 1945?
2* What is the state motto for Massachusetts?
3. Approximately how many inches are there in a meter?
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Exercise No# 3
Directions: Read these carefully before attempting to locate the
necessary information. Answer questions specifically. Use the
space provided. List page nvmibers on vdiich information is fovmd.
1.
What is the Indian population on reservations in the United States?
2. Show increase in population of United States by giving total figures





3. Compare number of persons killed in World War II with the number
of deaths caused by atitomobile accidents in the United States for
the same period#
4# Which of the neighboring towns has the largest population -
Arlington, Belmont, Watertown, Lexington? List in order, giving
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DRILL EXERCISES
Exercise No» 4
Directions: For the practice work on this topic it will be
necessary to use all available copies of the Statesman’s Year-
book even though some copies are not very recent. Answer the
questions vrith information given in the volume assigned to you.
Be sure to list the date of book in each exercise. Answer
questions briefly, but specifically.
1.
Write complete title and sub-title of this book, using informa-
tion on the title page. Be sure to include year.
2.
Who is the editor of this book?
3.
List in order the three main parts of the book, and tell on what




Exercise No. 5 (Year )
1.
Who is the president of Finland?
2.
When was Finland proclaimed an independent and sovereign state?
3.
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4* What is the chief occupation of the people of Finland?
5. At what age must a man serve his time in compulsory military
training in Finland? How long a term must he serve?
Exercise No. 6 (Year )
1.
List three largest countries in the Commonwealth of Nations.
2.
How is Brazil governed?
3.
Name four important resources of Alaska.
4.
Who is the ruler in Holland?
5.
What are the important exports of Argentina?
Exercise No. 7 (Year )
1. Who is the present United States Ambassador to the Court of Saint
James in England?
2. Who is the British Ambassador to the United States?
j’j./uDXfii’i *lo eXqoeq lo dt-ii+Bcuoco 'Ivitio erfd" ai
Y'lJB^iiica 'i’iotr.lsjciisoo ni raixct aiii ^v*aSS lum » dauev c^xtfr.v d.l .3
/ttv-ieu oxx iDtxic inrrei- b 'jiioX wrH Vt»rtaXni'^ ni
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Jn.t f .. ^
3. T/Sho is the present governor of Hawaii?
4* What product represents the most valuable export of Venezuela?
5. Look up the state on which you are writing your report. Give
following information:
a) List important industries and give value of the most im-
portant.
b) When was the state settled?
c) When was the state admitted to the union?
d) Any other item of interest not found in other references.
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II. Dictionaries of Biography:
A dictionary of biography is a reference book containing short
biographical sketches arranged in dictionary form. In other words, it
is a dictionary of people rather than words. There are many good bio-
graphical dictionaries, and every library usually has several different
ones since no one book can be complete.
All good encyclopedias include many biographies, but many people
are famous enough to be of interest to vis at a special time, but not
famous enough to get into an encyclopedia. People whose biographies are
included in the encyclopedia are those people whose lives are of perma-
nent fame.
There are two books especially planned to give us information about
these hundreds of people who are famous today; namely, the Who*s Tfiho and
1) WHO*S WHO - published annvially in Great
Britain. Contains biographies of im-
portant living people in the world .
2) WHO»S MIO IN AMERICA - published every two
years in America. Contains biographical
sketches of important living Americans .
Excerpts from each of these books will
be found in this chapter.
The entries in both these books are very similar. Each gives date
and place of birth, names of parents, marriage, list of achievements,
and publications, followed by home or club address or both.
You will be interested to find that quite a large mmiber of people
the Who*s TiTlho in America.
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who live in Belmont have their names in Who*s T/ilho in America. Perhaps
you know someone whose biography is inclvided. One of the excerpts given
is that of a Belmont resident whose children have all been students in
our school.
As you study the excerpts from these books you will notice that
many abbreviations are used in order to save space. A complete list and
explanation will be found at the front of the book. Some of the most
common abbreviations are -
b - bom (date and place of birth)
s - son of (names of parents)
d - daughter of (names of parents)
m - married
ed - educated
You will recognize these two volumes on the Reference Shelf for they are
both rather bulky and always are bound in bright red binding. Remember -
only names of living persons are included .
Drill exercises based on the excerpts will be fo\ind at end of this
chapter.
3) WEBSTER *S BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY
This book is a recently published
volume giving information similar in
format to that found in Who*s Who in
America. The book, however, includes
biographies of people of the past as
well as the present. It is published
by the same company that prints the Unabridged Dictionary. A thvnnb
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4)
LIVING AUTHORS - biographies and pictures of over four hundred men
and women living in 1931. Accounts give concise but personal intro-
ductions to modem authors whose works are available in English. The
information is informal and very interesting*
5) AMERICAN AUTHORS, 1600-1900 - contains biographies of over one thousand
authors who have helped in the making of our literary history from the
time of the first English settlement at Jamestown in 1607 up to the
close of the nineteenth centtiry. No living authors are included*
6) JUNIOR BOOK OF AUTHORS - a collection of biographies and autobio-
graphies of writers of books for yotmg people* Many especially in-
teresting incidents about the authors are included as well as many
photographs* Boys and girls enjoy reading abovrt the a\ithors of their
favorite books*
7) AMERICAN BIOGRAPHIES - not limited to the field of writers. This
books contains brief and accurate biographies of over five thousand
Americans, statesmen, explorers, etc., from early Colonial times to
the present*
8) COMPOSERS OF TODAY - edited by David Ewen* This book gives biogmphies
of modem composers of all nations. From the introduction we read, ^
"With modem composers coming to the fore, and acquiring a greater im-
portance in the eyes of the music public, it is to be expected that
we should know something about them. Who are these composers? What
is their history?” The personality of the composer as well as a de-
scription and discussion of his music are given*
Ewen, David* Composers of Today . H.W.Wilson Co* N*Y* cl936.
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Excerpt from WHO«S WHO IN AMERICA, 1944-45
1
BYRD, RICHARD EVELYN, explorer, naval officer (ret);
b. Winchester, Va., Oct* 25, 1888; s* Richard Evelyn and
Eleanor Bolling (Flood) B.; ed. Shenandoah Valley nil* Acad.,
Va*, Mil* Inst* and U* of Va.; grad. U*S. Naval Acad*, 1912;
m. Marie D* Ames, of Boston, Mass*, Jan* 20, 1915. Ensign
U.S. Navy, 1912; advanced through grades to Lt. Comdr*;
ret. Mar. 15, 1916; promoted to grade of comdr. after north
polar flight, 1926; promoted to rank of rear adm., 1930.
Entered Aviation Service Aug. 1917; comdr* U.S* Air Forces
of Can*, July 1918, \mtil Armistice; comdr* aviation \mit
of Navy-Macmillan Polar Expdn., June-Oct* 1925; made flight
in aeroplane with Floyd Bennett over North Pole and back to
base at Kings Bay, Spitsbergen, May 9, 1926, covering dis-
tance of 1,360 miles in 15|- hours; made trans-Atlantic flight
with 3 companions, from New York to France, distance of 4,200
miles, flight lasting 42 hours, June 29-July 1, 1927; flew
over South Pole Nov* 29, 1929; made 1st expdn* to Antarctic
1928-30, 2d expdn*, 1933-May 10, 1935* On both expdns. made
important discoveries, among them being Edsel Ford Moxaitains
and Marie Byrd Land; spent 5 mos* of winter night alone at
scientific work in shadow of South Pole* In 1939 was made
commander of United States Antarctic Service. Made fo\ir
noteworthy flights resulting in discovery of five new mountain
ranges, five islands more than 100,000 square miles of area,
a large peninsula, ajid 700 miles of hitherto unknown stretches
of antarctic coast. Served in naval aviation work in connection
with Pacific Ocean air bases during World Tlfer II. Holds 18
honorary degrees from colleges and universities. Presented
by President Coolidge with Hubbard gold medal, June 23, 1926
"for valor in exploration”; awarded Congressional Medal of
Honor, 1926; Spl. Congressional Medals (1930,1937)
awarded Distinguished Service Medal of State of N.Y*, pre-
sented by Gov. Franklin D. Roosevelt; also 65 other medals;
received from President Roosevelt (Sept. 1940) gold star in
recognition of services as commander of U.S. Antarctic Ex-
pedition; 22 citations from Navy Dept*; decorations by Portu-
guese and Romanian govts.; also Office of Legion of Honor of
France. Commander Legion of Honor (France). Mem. Phi Beta
Kappa, Kappa Alpha, and about 200 Other orgns. Episcopalian.
Clubs: Century, Explorers (New York); Chevy Chase (Washing-
ton); Tavern, University, Somerset, Union Boat, Engineers’,
Comtry (Boston); Dedham Polo and Coxmtry* Author: Skyward,
1928; Little America, 1930; Discovery, 1935; Exploring with
Byrd; Alone, 1938. Address: 9 Brinmer St., Boston, Mass*
l/ Who's Who in America. A.N. Marquis Co* Vol* 23. Page 300

Excerpt from WHO^S WHO, 1947 1
CHIANG KA.I-SHEK, Madame (Meyling Soong Chiang);
Chinese sociologist; y.d. of C.J.Soong; m. 1927, President
Chiang Kai-Shek, q.v. Educ.: Wellesley College, U.S.A.,
L.H.D., John B. Stetson Univ., Deland, Fla., Bryant
College, Providence, R.I., Hobart and William Smith
Colleges, Geneva, N.Y.; LL.D., Rutgers Univ., New Bruns-
wick, N.J., Goucher College, Baltimore, Md., Wellesley
College, Wellesley, Mass., Loyola University, Los Angeles,
Cal., Russell Sage College, Troy, N.Y., Hahnemann Medical
College, Philadelphia, Wesleyan College, Macon, Ga., Hon.
F.R.C.S. Eng. First Chinese woman appointed Member Child
Labor Commission; Inaugurated Moral Endeavor Assoc.;
established schools in Nanking for orphans of Revolutionaxy
Soldiers; fomer member Legislative Yuan; served as
Secretary-General of Chinese Commission on Aeronautical
Affairs; Member Chinese Commission on Aeronautical Affairs.
Foxmder and Director of National Chinese Women’s Assoc, for
War Relief and of National Assoc, for Refugee Children.
Frequently makes inspection to\irs of all sections of Free
China where personally trained girl workers carry on war
area and rural seirvice work; accompanies husband on military
campaigns; first Chinese woman to be decorated by National
Government of China Hon. Pres. American Bureau for
Medical Aid to China Gold Medal for distinguished
services. National Institute of Social Sciences; Chxxrchraan
Fifty Annual Award, 1943. Publications: China in Peace
and War, 1939; China Shall Rise Again, 1939; This is Our
China, 1940; We Chinese Women, 1941; Little Sister Su, 1943;
Ten Eventful Years, for Encyclopedia Britannica, 1946.
Address: Headquarters of the Generalissimo, Nanking, China.
MASEFIELD, John, O.M. 1935; Hon. D.Litt. Onox. 1922;
writer; Poet Laureate since 1930; m. 1903, Constance, d. of
Nicholas de la Cherois-Crommelin, late of Cushendun, Co.
Antrim; one d. Publications: The Tragedy of Nan; Multitude
and Solitude; The Everlasting Mercy; The Daffodil Fields;
The Faithful; Gallipoli; Reynard the Fox, etc.;
Poetry, 1931; A Tale of Troy, 1932; The Country Scene, 1937;
The Nine Days Wonder, 1941; In the Mill, 1941; Conquer, 1941;
Thanks Before Going, 1946; edited The Voyages of Captain
William Dampier. Address: c/o Heinemann, Ltd., 99 Great
Russell Street, W. C.
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Excerpt from WHQ»S mO IN AMERICA, 1944-45 1
HA.RRISON, GEORGE BUSSELL, dean of Science; b. San Diego,
Calif., July 14, 1898; s* Enaest and Ifegda (Lincke-Tiesel) H.,
A.B., Stamford U*, 19J.9, A.M., 1920, PhD., 1922; hon. Sc.D.,
Northeastern University, 1943. m. Florence Kent, Dec. 25, 1922
children - Mary Lou, Nancy Kent, David Kent. Instr. Stanford
U., 1919-23; National Research Fellow Harvard U. 1923-25;
asso. physicist. Bureau of Standards, sunmer 1921; asst, prof.,
1927-30; prof, of physics and dir. research lab. of exptl.
physios. Mass. Inst. Tech., 1930-42, dean of Science since
1942. Awarded Rumford medal, 1939. Served as pvt. Inf.,
U.S. army, 1918. Mem. Am. Physical Soc., Optical Soc. of
America (dir.). Am. Acad. Arts and Sciences, Am. Astron. Soc.,
Am. Inst. Physics (bd. govs. 1930). Author: Atoms in Action,
1939; M. I.T. Wave Length Tables, 1939; How Things Work, 1941.
Editor: Joixr. Optical Soc. of America since 1940. Home:
24 Oakley Rd., Belmont, Mass.
Excerpt from WEBSTER *S BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY
HALLIBURTON (hal i b\ir t*n), Richard. 1900-1939.
American explorer and writer; on expedition to western
Tibet (1922). Traced on foot Corte’s route in conquest
of Mexico. Balboa *s March across Darien; explored
Yucatan, Peru, western Brazil (1928); traveled around
the world in his own airplane (1931-32); traced route
of first crusade, route of Alexander the Great in con-
quest of Asia, route of Hannibal from Carthage to Italy.
Lost at sea in typhoon while sailing in a Chinese jimk
from Hong Kong to San Francisco (March 23-24) . Also
known as mountain climber and swimmer. Among his books
are The Ro3ral Road to Romance (1925) , The Glorious
Adventure (1927), New Worlds to Conquer (1929), The
Flying Carpet (1932), The Orient (1937), etc.
l/ Who * s Who in America. A.N. Marquis Co. Vol. 23.
2/ Webster *s Biographical Dictionary. G & C Merrian Co. cl943.
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Exercise No* 8 (Based on Excerpt from V?ho's Who)
Directions: Answer the following questions on the life of Madame
Chiang Kai-Shek from the excerpt from Who*s Who. Remember this is
an exact copy of the article in Who*s Who and is presented in this
workbook since so few copies of the book are available for our use.
1. When was Madame Chiang bom?
2. Who was her father?
3. When did she marry President Chiang Kai-Shek?
4. From what college did she receive her degree of L.H.D.?
5.
Name two other colleges which she attended.
6.
Name two projects which she aided in helping the people of China.
7.
Give name of one of her published works.
8.
What is her address?
Exercise No. 9
Directions; These questions may be answered from the excerpt given
from Who*s Who on the life of John Masefield.
1. What is John Masefield's occupation?
2. What is his home address?
3. Give name of one of his publications.
4. What honor has he held in England since 1930?
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Exercise No* 10
Directions: Answer the following questions on the life of Admiral
Byrd from the excerpt from Who’s Who in America.
1* When was Admiral Byrd bom?
2. Where was Admiral Byrd bora?
3. Who were his parents?
4* When did he graduate from the U.S. Naval Academy?
_________________
5. Whom did he marry?
6. When was he promoted to rank of Rear Admiral?
7. With whom did Byrd make a flight over North Pole in 1926?
8* Name two discoveries made as resiilt of Antarctic Expedition*
9* Name two books written by Byrd.
10* What is his pennanent home address?
Exercise No* 11
Directions: These questions may be answered from the excerpt from
Who’s Who in America on the life of George R. Hsirrison*
1* What is Mr* Harrison’s present occupation?
2* Where was he bora?
3* When was he bora?
4* From what university did he graduate?
5* What are the names of his children?
6. Where did Mr. Harrison teach?
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7* What medal was awarded to him in 1939?
8* La what branch of service did he serve during World War I?
9* Name two of Mr. Harrison’s published works.
10. Where does he live?
Exercise No. 12
Directions; Answer the questions in this exercise from the excerpt
from Webster’s Biographical Dictionary on the life of Richard
Halliburton.
1. What was Halliburton’s occupation?
What unusml adventure did he undertake in Mexico?
What special trip did he make in 1932-1932?
Name two books written by Halliburton.
When and how did Halliburton die?
Exercise No. 13
Directions; Write a sunuoary of the biography of some person whose
name you recognize. Try to select someone v^ose book you have
read recently. Use any one of the biographical dictionaries listed
in this chapter with the exception of the Who’s Who books.
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The basic purpose of encouraging you to becoaae familiar with the
various biographical dictionaries is in the hope that you may become
familiar with the lives of people who have helped to make the world a
better place in which to live, and thus have a deeper imderstanding of
the men ajnd women whose love and sacrifice have had a large share in the
making of America. It is through biography that the ideals of those
who have gone before are passed on to those who will have a part in
building the world of tcnaorrow. This is your responsibility.
In addition to the reference books giving biographical information
theire are many individual biographies and autobiographies in our library.
These you will find there on the shelf in section 920 and 921.
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Ill* Books of Quotations:
There are several good hooks of quotations, but only two will be
discussed here* These two represent the two types of arrangement of
material* subject and axithor*
^FAMILIAR QUOTATIONS** by Bartlett is a collection of passages,
phrases, and proverbs traced to their soiorces in ancient and modem lit-
erature* Quotations are arranged by author
,
in chronological order*
A complete topical index is given at the back of the book*
”HOYT*S NEW CYCLOPEDIA OF PRACTICAL QUOTATIONS" is a collection of
selections drawn from the speech and literature of all nations, ancient
and mocem, classic and popular, in English and foreign text* The names,
dates, and nationality of quoted authors are given* Quotations are
arranged in alphabetical order by subject according to their general
meaning, with an index to authors* At the end of the book is a list of
authors quoted and the pages on which poems will be found*
To find the source of a quotation in either of these two books, you
must first select the key words or clues to the meaning of the quotation*
Then look in the index under the word you think is the key word* Scan
quickly through all the sub-headings to find a phrase of the quotation
you are trying to locate* If you do not find it xander one word, try
another* Some longer quotations are indexed under five or six words*
After finding the quotation, look to heavy print heading for name
of author* The name of selection is given after the selection* If many
quotations are given from the same poem or essay, the word ”Ibid*" will
appear at end of the quotation* This means that the particular quotation
is from the seime selection as the preceding quotation*
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The book of quotations by Hoyi: is arranged by subject, and is the
one to use when looking for a quotation to use in a theme* You will find
all the quotations on honesty, lojralty, or nature grouped together.
Once you have learned the value of these books, you will have
occasion to refer to them often.
These books will be found side by side in the Literature Section,
and will be classified under number 808.
DRILL EXERCISES
Exercise No. 14
Directions: Identify each of the following quotations by giving
name of author, selection, and also page number on which information
is found. Underline the key word under which you find the quota-
tion listed in the index.
1. "Honesty is the best policy."
Author Page Number
Selection
2, ^Let us have faith that right makes might;
dare to do our duty as we understand it."
and in that faith let us
Author Page Number
Selection
3. "So nigh is grandeur to our dust.
So near is God to man
When duty whispers low, *Thou must.*
The youth replies, *I can.*"
(This quotation is
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4* "Deeds are better things than words are."
Author Page Number
Selection
5. "A good book is the best of friends, the same today and forever."
Author Number
Selection
Exercise No> 15 (Use "Hoyt*s New Cyclopedia of Practical Quotations")








3. "They also serve who only stand eind wait."
Author Page Ntmiber
Selection
4. "By the rude bridge that arched the flood.
Their flag to April’s breeze unfurled.
Here one the embattled famers stood.
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Exercise No. 16 (Use Bartlett’s "Familiar Quotations")
1. "Who speaks the truth, stabs falsehood to the heart."
A\ithor Page Number
Selection
2. "He’s true to God, who’s true to man."
Author Page Nvnaber
Selection
3. "By the rude bridge that arched the flood.
Their flag to April’s breeze unfurled.
Here one the embattled farmers stood.
And fired the shot heard round the world."
Author Page Number
Selection
4. "He that planteth a tree is the servant of God.
He provideth a kindness for many generations.
And faces that he hath not seen shall bless him."
Author Page Number
Selection
5. "A wrong-doer is often a man that has left something undone, not




Directions: Select one quotation you like on any one of the
following subjects: Home, courage, friendship, loyalty, honesty,
books, libraries, trees, flowers. Copy quotation below, giving
author, name of selection, and page number*
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Who ' s Who
Who’s Who in America
7. American Authors, 1600-1900
8* Junior Book of Authors
9. American Biographies





Directions: The following questions may be answered by informa-
tion found in books listed above. Some questions may be answered
in two or three different books. Choose the one in which you would
look first, and write the n\mber of that book in the blsink space
at the right.
11. Bartlett’s Familiar Quotations
12. Hoyt’s New Cyclopedia of
Practical Quotations
1. What rank does Richard E. Byrd now hold? 1.
2. Find a list of the possessions of the British Empire 2.
in North and South America.
3. Where is Yosemite National Park, and for what is it 3.
particularly famous?
4. Name three famous modem composers. 4.
5. Who said, "The reward of a thing well done, is to 5.
have done it."
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7. Where does Mary 0*Hara live? Her latest book, "Green 7*
Grass of Wyoming" is very popular.
8. What is the population of the United States? 8.
9. Find a biograpl^ of Loviisa May Alcott vAio served as 9.
a nurse during the Civil War.
10. Find a biography of President Trxunan. 10.
11. Madame Chiang Kai-Shek attended what women's college 11.
in America?
12. In what co\mtry was Robert Lo\iis Stevenson buried? 12.
13. Serge Kousevitsky conducts "what famous Syn^hony 13,
Orchestra?
14. Harriet Beecher Stowe lived during what great crisis 14,
in our country?
15. Find a biography of idae King of England, 15.
Exercis^e No. 19
Directions: Each of you will receive a card on which you will
.
find a question. Copy the question on white paper. Look up
the question using any sources in the library. Write a brief
answer on the same sheet with the question. List the names of
references used.
Exercise No. 20
Directions: Topics for your term paper in Social Studies have been,
or will be, assigned to you. You will have three periods in the
library in which to do the reference work. You should use at least
five different reference books. Be sure to keep a bibliography of
all materials used. You should be able to work independently. If
in difficulty, consult the librarian.
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VOCABULARY
Be stire to know the spelling and meaning of the following terms:
yearbook reference
quotation statistical
almanac IWho * s Who
biography biographical dictionary
autobiography dictionary of biography
"
'If,’ exclaimed one young learner, 'the President
of the United States wants to write a message on any
subject, does he sit and scratch his head? He does
not. He gets his secretaries to look it up for him
in the very best reference books that they can find.
And when I'm a man, if I have a son, I am going to
send him to a school where they will teach him just
which book to go to, and what stuff to pick out, and
how to use it after he gets it.' ”
^
Angelo Patri
Jl/ McDonnell, Mary. "Finding It in Books." Wilson Library Bulletin.
Reprinted frcm a story in Angelo Patri 's colxann in the Post.
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LIBRARY TEST FOR JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
GRADE VII
BASIC LIBRARY SKILLS















This is a test to see how much you have learned about the library
and the books in the library. There are four parts to the test. As
soon as you have finished one section, go right on to the next part,
until you finish the whole test.
Be sure to read carefully the directions and notice the examples
at the beginning of each part. At the signal to begin, open booklet,
turn to Part I, read directions and then answer questions.
Work as rapidly as you can without making mistakes. You have the
whole period in which to work. Already I Begin!
8 .
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BASIC LIBRARY SKILLS
Part I . THE BOOK
Directions; Choose frora the words listed in Column that
word or phrase that agrees most nearly with description in
Colxann ^1* Write the number of that word in the blank space
at the right*
Example: 0* The writer of a book. 15
Colvcnn =jfl Column jfZ Answer
1* Expression of gratitude or tribute 1* Frontispiece 1.
made by the author.
2 * Bibliography 2
.
2. Statement giving author *s purpose in
writing the book. 3. Index 3,
3. Person responsible for the pictures
and illustrations in the book.
4. last of books on a certain subject
suggested for further reading.
5. Alphabetical list of all topics in
the book, and page references.
6. Geographical dictionary, or list of
places arranged alphabetically.
7. Picture found at front of book fac-
ing the title page.














8. Right granted by the govenoment to 11. Glossary
the author or artist to publish his
work for a specified length of time. 12. Title Page
9. List of subjects and chapters found 13. Author
in the book, arranged in chronological
order.
10.
First printed page of a book, giving
title, author, publisher, etc.
?fhen you have finished this page, go right
on to Part II on next page.
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Part II. USE OF THE INDEX
Directions: The following sample index was taken from, the Index
Vol\2me of the Book of Knowledge, Below the same index you will
find questions which may be answered by referring to the index.
Write the correct number in the blank space at the right.
LINCOLN, ABRAHA.M, president of the U.S,
life, 3-1045-50
administration, 7-2430; 11-3942
assassination by Booth, 7-2442
birthday a holiday, 6-2088
Gettysburg address, 3-1038
See also - United States, Civil War
Poems about -
Lincoln, the Jfcn of the People, by Edwin Markham, 5-1645




home in Springfield, 11-3941
Lincoln Memorial, 11-3946
New Salem, Illinois, scenes in, 3-1048
reading Emancipation Proclamation, 7-2426
statue by French, 3-1038
statue by Saint Gaudens, 14-4932.
Answer
1. In what VOlime can a biogz^phy of Lincoln's life
be found?
2. How many pages of information are given on his
life?
3. Where can you find a copy of the Gettysburg
address?
4. Where can you find a picture of the Lincoln
Memorial?
5. Where can you find a copy of the poem about
Lincoln written by Walt Whitman?
When you have finished, go right on to
Part III on next page.
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Part III. USE OF REFERENCES
Directions: After each question there are listed four references.
Decide which reference would he best for answering the question
and then mark the correct n\3mber in the blank space at the right.
Example: 0. Capitals of the countries of 3
the world.
1. Statesman’s Yearbook 3. World Almanac
2. Dictionary 4. Encyclopedia
1. Who is chief justice of the Supreme Court of the U.S.? 1.
(1) Constitution of the U. S.
(2) The World Almanac
(3) The Encyclopedia
(4) A Geography book
2. Where can you find the popvilation of Belmont? 2.




3. Where can you find a short biography of H. B. Lent, 3.
author of ”P T Boat,” published in 1946?
(1) Who's Who
(2) Who's 7i/ho in America
(3) MacMillan Encyclopedia of Music
(4) Living Authors
4. Where can you find a biography of Dwight Eisenhower? 4.
(1) Statesman's Yearbook
(2) Who's Who in America
(3) Vilho’s Who
(4) Composers of Today
5. Who is the author of the famous phrase, ”Give me 5.
liberty, or give me death.”?
(1) Bartlett's Familiar Quotations
(2) Who's Who
(3) Statesman's Yearbook
(4 ) Unabridged Dictionary
6. Where can you find a list of all the members of 6.
the Royal Family of England?
(1) Encyclopedia (3) Statesman's Yearbook
(2) Dictionary (4) Lincoln Library
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7 • What is the derivation of the word ” library"? 7.
(1) Encyclopedia
(2) Bartlett’s Familiar Quotations
(3) American Authors, 1600-1900
(4) Unabridged Dictionary





9, Ki/hat songs has Irving Berlin, famous song-hit 9*




(4) Who’s Who in America
10.




(3) Composers of Today
(4) MacMillan Encyclopedia of Music
Part IV. CARD CATALOG, ARRANGEMENT OF BOOKS, ENCYCLOPEDIA
Directions: Some of the following statements are true, and
seme are false. Circle the letter T if statement is true,
and the letter F, if statement is false.
Example: The card catalog is the index to the library. (T) F 0.
1. On the catalog card, the last name of the author is T F 1.
written first.
2. If the library has several books by Will James, the T F 2.
author cards would be filed vmder the name of Will.
3.
In order to find a book by a particular title, it is T F 3.
necessary to know the author.
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5. The Dewey Decimal Classification System is a new method T F
of teaching decimals in Arithmetic.
6. There are 25 main divisions in the Dewey System. T F
7. In the Dewey Classification System, a certain number T F
stands for each subject.
8. All non-fiction books are arranged on the shelves in T F
order from left to right by their class nimiber.
9# Fiction books are arranged on the shelves in separate T F
section by the first word of the title.
10. Cards in the Card Catalog are filed by number T F
11. The Dewey Decimal System divides books in the library T F
according to subject, and assigns a number to each type.
12. Books on General Science would be n\mibered 500, and would T F
be found in one section of the library.
13. The subject number of non-fiction books can be found T F
on the catalog card.
14. The autobiography of Helen Keller would be fo\md in the T F
drawer of card catalog having "outside guide" marked,
Hat-Kern.
15. "inside Guides" are found in the card catalog drawers T F
and help guide the user quickly to the desired informa-
tion.
16. The Compton’s Pictured Encyclopedia has a Fact-Index in T F













17. An encyclopedia is a reference book with topics arranged
in alphabetical order.
T F 17
18. For information in the encyclopedia on Lake Erie, look
in the volume marked L.
T F 18
19. To find information on the life of Benjamin Franklin,
look in the volume marked B.
T F 19
20. Information on King George woxxld be fovind in Volvaae K. T F 20
21. The information in different encyclopedias is exactly
the sane.
T F 21
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23. A supplement to an encyclopedia is a booklet issued each T
year containing information about important events of
the year.
24. The dictionary card catalog has author, title, and subject T
cards arranged alphabetically by the top line.
25. The number found in the left hand comer of the catalog T
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